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G E R M A N Y

THE REVOLUTION.

At length, alter four j'ears of violent party contest—(on llie

one hand, of unreasonable resistance to the claims of the age,

and partial concessions ; on the other, of numerous exagge-
rations)—there prevails throughout the whole of Germany a

general agitation; and that sort of temper, which usually
precedes great catastrophes in history, has begun to manifest
itself. That which the most active, rancorous, and artful

demagogic efforts, working from below upwards, could never,

of themselves, have accomplished, namely, the stirring up and
exasperating the peaceful, tranquil, sober, and moderate
Oerman nation, in all its elements and depths, those who act

from above, and hold the extremity of the political lever,

have, by subtile anticipations, successfully brought about.

But, as in a great measure they dare not, without valid reasons,

pretend to the honor of the success, they are boldly pre-

paring to give perfection to their labors, in oider that the

w ork, in all its parts, may be found worthy of the workmen.
Meanwhile new impulse has been given to the exerted pas-
sions at every moment when they were about to become calm,
"SVith singular dexterity, the weak side of each has been
sought out, and advantage has been taken of every opportu-
nity to cut deeper into the parts already wounded. In this

^vay has been discovered the secret of creating a general

feeling of discontent, from one end of the country to the other,

and of involving the governments in a hopeless struggle with
all that is good, noble, and powerfiil, and leaving them in a
labyrinth from which they can never be extricated, unless they
abandon the paths which mislead them. As, during the
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oppressive heat ol" summer, the fear of a tempest does not

•suttice to check the longing for the refreshing coolness whicli

succeeds it, so public opiaion is nearly reconciled to any thing,

however dreadful, which promises to remove the disgrace of

the present moment, and holds out the hope of dissipating the

clouds which conceal every favorable star. Accordingly, no
alarm is created at the sight of those ominous birds, which
are the haibingers of coming storms ; of those youth who
devote themselves to death, to remove every thing base and
pernicious. The news announced from Berlin, of the dis-

covery of a great conspiracy for the establishment of a German
republic, produced, therefore, no surprise ; for the experience

of the last age had proved that there exists a universal law of

nature, in virtue of which, one extreme inevitably leads to

another.

Amidst all the confusion of searching for papers, the move-
ments of gendarmes and spies, the violation of judicial forms,

the prosecution ofpeaceable men, arrests, discharges, and exami-

nations, which followed this intelligence, one thing only has really

astonished the public : namely, that the pursuit of secret conspi-

racies causes to be forgotten that vast conspiracy which spreads

its branches over all Germany, and extends to all ages, classes,

and sexes ; which sits murmuring at every fire side, walks abroad
in the pubUc markets and streets,—which needs no secret sign to

recognise its members,—which, without chiefs, acts from one

centre, and always in concert,—which, with thousands of eyes,

penetrates into the most secret things, and which thousands of

arms are always ready to obey. That conspiracy by which
irritated national feehng, disappointed hopes, offended pride,

and oppressed human nature, are all leagued against blind

arbitrary power, the awkward mechanism of lifeless forms, the

obstinacy of prejudices, and the gnawing venom of the

maxims of despotism to which the corruptions of ages have
given birth— that conspiracy which is more formidable than

any other, which daily increases in activity and power, must
inevitably attain its object ; for the danger to be apprehended,

is not that it shall fall short of that object, but that it may go

beyond it.

Meanwhile, in the present state of things, and until the hand

which inscribed for the French their Mene, Tekef, Peres in the

flames of Moscow, shall write our irrevocable sentence in

flowing characters on the face of heaven, the command has

gone forth to every man whose mind is not distracted by the

tumult of the moment, and who can still calmly contemplat*
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the agitated flood, to stand on the watch-tower of time, to

observe and mark the signs, and to call and give warning
without ceasing. Assuredly there is a time for being silent,

and a time for speaking. When human arrogance, gi' ing the

reins to passion, pursues every appetite, every caprice of the

iinagination—when power, forgetting its origin, and the in-

trinsic standard of things, dreads a state of affairs which it

cannot comprehend, and knows not how to subdue—when not
only the moral boundaries of the allowable and the forbidden
are broken through, as well as all the delicate relations of the

decorous and indecorous disregarded—when all consistency

being abandoned, at one time acts of violence and tyranny, at

another, of weakness and yielding prevail :—during the attack

of such a paroxysm, individuals may v/ell be allowed to step

quietly aside, and to confide in that great law which God has
prescribed for human society, as well as the rest of nature, by
which every kind of presumption is silently resisted, and exery
immoderate act carries with it the seeds of its own correction.

But when, after such a paroxysm, a remission takes place,

and, during a lucid moment, reason returns ;—when the nature
of things repels the attack, and the general bond is drawn
closer, then may consolation again be offered, and to speak is

commanded. All great events follow the necessity of their

nature, have their rise, progress, and return ; so also has
the frenzy of the present times its periodical flux and reflux,

and its critical moments, and, in this respect, there is no
change in the order of things. On the coutraty, in so far

as clear ideas, and deliberate volition co-operate in events, in

the same degree has freedom a place in them.

During the last war, the author of this pamphlet often

addressed the nation, and obtained its confidence. Feari»f no
mauj and rejecting that timid prudence which never dares to

do more than shew truth by halves, he has always openly
disclosed the sentiments of his heart. His search has been
solely for truth, and whenever he flattered himself he had
found the object of his inquiry, he laid his discovery before

the public, because truth, without liberty, is, as the Psalmist

says, a barred treasure, a hidden spring, a fountain built up

;

and liberty, without truth, is a worthless thing in the house of
the impious. It is, as Haman has heretofore remarked, a
cloak to cover baseness and deceit. What follows is intended

as a faithful mirror of the age in which its character may be
jecognised. The author hopes that the spirit which dictates

these words may, like St. Elmo's fire on the mast, prepare Ihc
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wational ship for approacliing dangers, and warn ijcr cither to

seek a secure harbor, or m due time to stand out into the

open sea.

When an evil, produced under the influence of unfavorable

stars, and confirmed under the disadvantages of circumstances

constantly increasing in force, until it finally threatens violent

eruptions, is to be thoroughly investigated; and when it is, al

the same time, to be examined whether, Ijy a concurrence

of resolutions, a remedy might be found, it becomes necessary

to inquire into the origin of the mischief, and to trace it

through ail the phaces of its development to its maturity ; the

knowledge thus acquired of its nature, may aftenvards be
opposed to that confusion of efibrts and actions which now
forms one of the principal sources of moral and social afiiic-

tion. It is, therefore, impossible to investigate the causes of the

misfortunes of Germany, without going back to the Congress
of Vienna. That Congress was indeed only the result of
relations which have existed for ages, but in as much as it was
the work of the free will of our contemporaries, it is respon-

sible to the present and future times, which must recognise in

it the fertile cause of the evils to which it gave birth, and which
time has only served to increase and unfold.

The hopes and the expectations of Germany, which were
disappointed on the first peace of Paris, accompanied the

Princes and Ministers to the Congress of Vienna, and made
complaints resound in the assemblies of the Sovereigns. Public
opinion had promised itself great results from a Congress con-

voked, after the fall of the universal monarchy of Napoleon,
(o raise up from its ruins, and reconstruct the European Re-
public. It was perceived that neither peace, order, tran-

quillity, nor equilibrium could be hoped for in future, unless

Germany, the centre of that Republic, were durably re-con-

s^tituted. In looking back to history, it was also recognised

ihat the German Empire had existed in security, and formed as

it were the bulwark of Christendom, only when its numerous
and active parts were joined together by the unity of an Em-
peror.

Thus following the course of natural instinct, the opinion of

the majority concurred in wishing that the stone which the

enemy had rejected, should be made the foundation of the

building. The idea then formed, was nearly to this effect

;

that an Emperor would again be placed at the head of Ger-
many, the dignity being hereditary as long as his race should

subsist ; besides him, for the protection of liberty against this

hereditary system, and for the maintenance of the new in-
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terests, a German King; next the Dukes of the Empir^fy

Prmces, Counts, and Prelates, in a Chamber of Peers ; lastly,

the Commons, forming a second chamber of the Imperial
Parliament. Under this fonn, each member of the great body,
it was expected, Avould be seen maintaining his own interests;?

and supported in them by others, while the states would be
united, no one exercising dominion over the rest, but all freely

obeying a single chief. Such were the bases of the only Con-
stitution which had long been considered suited to the cha-
racter and the wishes of the Germans. The empire thus re-

constituted, would have entered among the European States

with all the weight of its power and dignity, stjpported by the

public spirit of the people. The other aflfairs of the European
Republic would then have been regulated according to the

principles of justice, and conformable to the rights of the

parties.

But when the obscurity in which the Congress was at first

enveloped, began to clear up, it was with astonishment
perceived, that no great architectural plan had served for the

basis of its deliberations. The Uranus of ancient times, emas-
culated by the Saturn of the revolution, had ceased to produce,
and the all-powerful Jupiter, who precipitated Saturn from his

throne, had not yet completely triumphed in the contest. Pro-
vidence had decided otherwise ; it was not from the gloom of
Cabinets that a faint twilight was to issue. The light dif-

fusmg over the new life was destined to issue, in all its bril-

liancy, from the opposite side. While the people were che-

rishing ideas of freedom and independence, the Courts had in

no degree partaken of that enthusiasm. In a multitude of
treaties which were concluded, they thought only of momentary
advantages; and when it was time to commence the work,
when the two powers which were the depositories of the fate of
Germany were to unite their efforts, and firmly adjust the

interests of the empire, in relation with less powerful states
;

when they could have commanded sacrifices, by making sacri-

fices themselves, to realise their pretensions, they sought
foreign support. Austiia availed herself of the interest of
England, and Prussia that of the Emperor Alexander.

Henceforth there was no longer any question about Ger-
many. She was lost in the midst of Europe. What Austria
did to Italy, Russia to Poland, and England on the coast of
Germany, from the Elbe to the downs of Dunkirk, Prussia
attempted with Saxony ; but her claims were satisfied on the

Rhine. Following the example of the most powerful, the

weak soon began to renounce the idea of forming an empire
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by their union, and the passions bei^an to exercise their influ-

ence. As the conqueror had broken the Golden Crown of the

German Empire, and had distributed the fragments as deco-

rations to his vasstUs, the ruling powers now regarded them-

selves as the successors of him whom they had expelled, and
the Congress did not consider itself bound to form a new
crown out of the pieces of the old one. The Courts outlawed

the great depredator on European Society, but they declared

all his plunder lawful prize.

Following this principle, the parties proceeded to divide the

booty they had gained, and the Imperi^d Palace became an
Exchange, in \Ahich souls were weighed and counted like

dariks, and where the sharing of a tew, more or less, gave
rise to violent debates. When the disputes had reached such a
height, that swords were ready to be drawn, then Providence,

irritated at these wretched intriguers, sent the man of the Isle

of Elba among them. He had already experienced the judg-

ment of eternal justice. The Pope had declared him the

anointed of the Lord. Before him all potentates had been

prostrated, and the world had been humiliated. He who
seemed to believe and to esteem nothing, was the man whom
our mysterious age admired as its chief organ. He it was
who afterwards made his vile adorers blush at the bottom oi

their souls, by betraying before them all his weakness, and
who having thus done justice on them, and on himself, with-

drew to shameful obscurity. He it was whom the irritated

powers of Heaven chose to be once more the scourge of his

own people, and the confounder of the calculations of cour-

tiers.

The nation profoundly felt, and all classes judged like tlie

towns of Sicily, who invited Pwrhus to deliver them from the

yoke of the Romans, when that perfidious ally afterwards

endea^ oured to impose upon them a more insupportable yoke ;

thus described by Livy :
" Irritatis ob ha^c animis raussare pri-

mum homines, mox palam queri : cur igitur prioris status poeni-

tuisset, si nuncetiam tolerandaeademforent? Frustra vocatum
receptumque Pyrrhura, si studeat a?mulari mores, quos pumturus
advenisset. Neque acriorem ullius injuriae seusum esse quam
cujiis auctor haberebar idem ille, qui vindex esse debuisset."

Nevertheless, when the war commenced, some of the enthu-

siasm which belonged to the preceding war was displayed. A
complete victory, such as history affords few examples of,

seemed to promise to Germany all that her enemies had for

ages deprived her of. But in the new peace of Paris, Ger-

many gathered the first fruits of her sanctioned partition, and
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her subaltern situation. Even her integrits', as bciorc the war,

Avas not re-established. The few fortresses ceded to her

cannot defend her frontiers. Conquered France, strengthened

by a new Constitution, arose from the contest more powerful

than before. Triimiphant Germany retired from it more pow-
erless, and more divided than ever she had been at any former

period.

What the Congress had hastily planned was preserved and
systematically drawn up. " The new order in Europe, (ac-

cording to a well-known declaration, emanating from a great

power,) was to be a union of interests and a mutual relation

of duties ; in a word, the work of the events brought about by
Divine Providence. A general alliance of all, against him
^\ho might wish to disturb the peace, was to guarantee the da-

ration of the system ; every other alliance opposed to the grand
union, and formed by fear or ambition, would consequently be
hostile to the spirit of the age, and only a contest of perjury

against the fidelity of engagements—a contest, of the failure of
which no doubt can exist, since the prayers of nations and the

blessing of heaven are united in the same cause. From these

principles there must exist a kind of supreme authority of the

great powers over the states of the second and third order, ex-
ercised collectively according to declarative forms, without
that authority augmenting the power of the stronger or com-
promising the independence of the weaker." This prerogative of
an extensive power gianted to the great powers, was annulled

at the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle, and there remaijied as the

basis of the European alliance, only a power purely negative

in these mutual relations of the states. Instead of seeking, as

during the old system of equilibrium, to establish balancing

weights of the opposing forces, every remnant of that system
was forgotten : all adjustment of friendly cind hostile relations

M as renounced ; no one w as to clash with the operations of
another, and by this mutual abstinence it was hoped that a
lasting peace would be established amidst contending ele-

ments.
As, however, it was deemed necessary to establish that ne-

gative system on some absolute principle which might serve as
its protection and basis, the Holy Alliance was concluded on
doctrines which Christian Princes might naturally be expected
to cherish, but the renewed sanction of which was still worthy
of praise. Had the Holy Alliance been formed with the restora-

tion of the empue before the Congress, and had that Congress
been held according to its principles ; if, as a first proof of
their beuelicent influence, they had from that moment gained
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the confidence of minds disposed to grant it ; then the Holy
Alliance would have formed a great epoch in history : but suc-

ceeding as it did, to acts not very Christian-like, as a sort ot

expiation, it coidd not, in the irritated state of public feeling,

excite any thing but distrust, particularly as it presented no
-compensation for deluded hope. This holy union, succeeding

the Holy Roman Empire, might have guaranteed the religious

toleration of the different sects united by the contract. But
that very religious indifference which could dispense with such

a guarantee, destroyed all solidity and security of the neces-

sary guarantees for the toleration of the conflicting political

principles, existing in the various members of the union.

If the people were not ensured by similar acts, against the

fears of a disastrous future, it cannot be denied, on the other

hand, that this vague kind of policy, suitable in every respect

to the impotence of statesmen, since it adroitly defers to the

future all problems, the solution of which might be dcspairesl

of at present, and disdains to direct attention to the relations

of future generations, it was natural at a period immediately

succeeding violent wars and terrible commotions, at a period

which could only sigh after repose, and which would not concern

itself, except from absolute necessity, w ith what was not imme-
diately interesting. This policy being once applied to European
society at a period which, by a general law of Nature, was ten-

ding towards parcelling, as it had before inclined to concentra-

tion,—at a period when, by the progress of events, faith in the

power and influence of human wisdom over the direction of gi*eat

"imman interests, had greatly diminished, it might have ap-

peared prudent and even wise to establish, instead of the uni-

versal monarchy, a European republic at the foot of the altar

erected to futurity. But, before all things, the nation was to

be snatched from anarchy ; the central point with respect tu

situation was, if not to become the central point of the con-

flicting forces, at least to remain in equilibrium with them.

Instead of this, the same principle was still applied to Ger-
many ; she was to form a minor Europe, and a minor Holy Alli-

ance in the centre ofthe greater. Not guaranteed however by her

own power, the necessary condition of all security, but resigned

to foreign protection and the opposition of interests. Deprived
of all independent existence, she necessarily remained open to

all intereh(s ; those of Austria, Russia, Prussia, Denmark,
England, and France, met together in this interior sea, which,

itself shapeless, changeable, and uncertain, was merely des-

tined to connect together by a feeble link, that which alone had
consistency. Unity, the object of the nation's wishes, was
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destroyed by this organisation; thus public opinion was in a
state of deplorable hostility to the order about to be esta-

blished. FolloTiing the course which had been laid down,
unity could only be obtained by perfidy, conquest, war and
blood ; the federal constitution was tliereforc merely a suspen-
vsion of the right of the strongest, a peace of heaven, pro-

claimed ibr an indefinite period, after which the strongest

might devour the weakest, and avidity, like a hungry lion

prowl about in quest of prey.

Thus, Germany must waste herself in time of peace by re-

maining constantly under arms, and in war she will be unable
to reap advantage from the preparations of peace. Each part

must support a heavy burden as though it were a whole, and
the most patient resignation will be followed only by the com-
mon misery. As no internal link unites these parts they must
necessarily yield to the agitating external forces, and attach

themselves to the interests of neighbouring states. Every war
thus becomes a civil war, and the country is ruined both by
friends and foes, without being consoled for the nwages of war
by the blessings of peace ; for in every treaty generosity will be
exercised at her expense, and she will be left in a convenient
situation for aU the great rivals.

The Congress of Vienna had favored this arrangement with
respect to Germany ; after examining various plans, ever}' one
of whicli was more impracticable than that which preceded it,

the federal act was adopted with all its feeble arrangements ;

—

that federal act which, (a circumstance of which history fur-

nishes no example,) convoked a council w here nothing could
be decided by a majority, but where absolute unanimity was re-

quired ;—that act which created a pure democracy, the Demos
of which consists of courts, all differing in sentiment, interests,

and relations, and a central power having no authority over
the different members who ought to obey it ;—that act which
rests on an executive power which is powerless, and which as
it is unable to proceed against the refractorj^ is incapable of
doing any thing, because it cannot gain over the member
whose vote is negative. Finally, the Germanic Diet is a legis-

lative power, which can never establish its competency, and a
judiciary power, to which no one can be held obedient. If

such a constitution could succeed, it would be to nations the

most convincing proof that they might entirely dispense with

government, and the Germans alone, always rich in hope,
might endeavour to go along with it.

But the child never belies its parent. The theory of mutual
apathy and indolence, applied to the confusion of the relatiorjs
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which subsisted in Germany, and which imperatively de-

manded positive activity, and well-understood and continual

operation, began to manifest its pernicious eflects. At the

Confess, the maxim prevailed of making no sacriiice to con-

stitute Germany, and even of requiring no sacrifice of any one
whenever it should be refused. For the same reasons the

Courts, forming a part of the Confederation, did not find that

it marked out to them any new line of conduct ; thus the con-
federation was separated into as many factions as it had mem-
bers, and the latter agreed in nothing but the disunion which
their own decrees had so thoroughly established. In spite of
the inaugural dissertation delivered at the opening of the

Diet,—in spite of the well-applied quotations from Montes-
quieu and Schiller, which occasionally resounded in the meet-
ings of the ministers, the people could form but slender hopes
on a w ork of so feeble and delicate a nature ; and w ith increas-

ing despair, they daily observed the formless constitution

struggling for form and consistency.

At length, time brought about a decisive proof, when by a
combination of extraordinary circumstances, Europe expe-
rienced a scarcity of the first necessaries of life. Then the

governments of the different races of the same people, in

boundless selfishness, closed their frontiers in defiance ofevery
feeling of neighbourly love, and mistaken prudence joined to

the scourge of Nature, brought about a half artificial famine.
When, at that period, the fedeial Diet could find no other
remedy, when at a later moment it could give only a half stj-

rious promise, that such a calamity would not in future recur

;

the nation beheld with terror the evils that would ensue under
a new order of things, when to the dictates of the most cruel

selfishness should be joined the fear of foreign influence threat-

ening or forcibly taking possession of some part of the terri-

tory ; when flattering seduction should give excitement to self-

interest, or when artful diplomacy should sow the seeds of
discord, and offer a high reward for treason. From that mo-
ment the wand was broken over the head of the constitution,

and Germany was deceived in the just hope of seeing an end
to her unhappy division. The people deeply felt all that sub-
sequently ensued, but without being astonished at the inevit-

able effect of the first principle ; they saw every attempt of
real activity defeated ; the justest remonstrances disregarded

;

the most urgent and important affairs lost in vain fonns, inde-
finite delays, and the machinations of egotism and caprice. It

was easy to foresee the consequence of all the acts of the Diet
respecting the liberty of the press, literary piracy, the system of
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constitutions, ^le qualification of voting:, and the protection of

the German navigation ; and finally the system of customs esta-

blished, as was pretended, for the revival of trade, like the ser-

pents of the Laocoon, twining round parent and children, and
strangling tfciem one after the other.

The nation, thus deceived in her first expectation, found her-

self compelled to rely solely on the particular constitutions of
the difierent states of the confederation :—she summoned all

lier strength, and in case of refusal, all her pride, to gain that

object which, at a subsequent period, might become a new
point of departure, for obtaining what she momentarily re-

nounced. The third article of the federal act, at first cast in a,

tolerably good mould, and then clipped with all possible art,

ivas finally circulated in so doubtful a form, that for some time
ihe device of that diplomatic medal was explained as merely
affording the people the right of expectation. Besides this

article, the King of Prussia had added to the edict of May,
1814, declaring the form of the future representation, the pa-
tent of the 5th of April, which established the general basis of
the constitution.

In another quarter of Germany, in Wirtemburg, the work
of the constitution was already begun : in no other country had
the absurd dogma of absolute power been carried to so great a
length; and consequently there opposition had been most vio-

lent. When the King, from the Vienna Congress, remarked
the movements of the new era, he thought it no difl&cult matter

to satisfy its claims by a few tricks, having the semblance of

liberality, without thereby yielding a foot of ground in arbi-

trary authority. The power which despotism had hitherto exer-

cised in despotic forms, fancied it had done enough by infusing

into those forms an illusory liberty, as Napoleon did on the

18th Brumaire ; thus despotism, instead of retrograding, would
have attained its highest summit, establishing a sejf-styled

liberty by cabinet orders. In this manner the first constitution

was commanded in Wirtemburg, and the assembly of the states

was convoked.
But in that country there still existed a number of men who

had seen the last rays of declining liberty, and these men in the

natural course of things, evinced an opposition which, resting

simply on ancient right, refused to acknowledge usurpation and
its consequences, as a fact constituting any right whatever, and
who, standing on the firm ground of history, denounced to the

world the perjury of the usurping power. That power, which
was already tottering by the fall of him who supported it,

could not oppose this mass of intellect, strength^ energy, and
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just claim, and the Court, after vainly contending for some
time, at len<i^th granted the 12 well known articles in which it

oftered at least an undisguised liberty.

The contest respecting the form had not subsided when
the old King died. His successor not possessing the usurpa-
lioii as an acquisition, but merely as an inheritance, com-
manded more confidence. The twelve articles were extended
in a constitution which was presented to the states. But in the

warmth ofthe conflict personal passions had been roused which
unceasingly nourished the suspicions that had taken root in

the public mind. The states looked with an eye of distrust on
a work v^hich could be founded only on the pleasure and will

ofthe Prince, good, it is tme, but in its very nature variable;

they required that the constitution should be established on the

basis of their ancient rights, their history and established usa-
ges, so that, being thus supported on the sanction of past ages,
it might obtain a legitimacy even greater than the dynasty it-

self. The Court, on this occasion, convinced of its good in-

tentions, was irritated at an opposition which, being directed

against many things, good in themselves, and which the ad-
verse party did not disavow, appeared perfectly unreasonable

;

the states, on the other hand, in consciousness of their good
historical right, (which was the stronger in their minds as they

entertained no veiy favorable sentiments with regard to the

present,) would on no account relinquish their claims ; they

justly conceived that it was right to forego even the favor of
the present moment, if it were to be purchased at the price of
all the past, and that what the people had once possessed
ought to be regarded as the root on which every new branch
should be fastened.

In the conflict vsiiich then ensued, as it generally happens,
the party which defended ancient usage, evinced the petty ca-
price which attaches importance to accessories ; the narrowness
of mind incapable of distinguishing between the essential and
the accidental ; the limited view which cannot rise above the

ordinary horizon ; the conceit and pedantry which has also its

share of fanaticism :—on the other band, tliere arose in defence

of the production of the moment, all that is praiseworthy in the

present age, combined with all its error and absurdity ; the
haughty temerity which passes over things, situations and re-

lations ; the fantastic generalisation of all that is specific in

universal abstractions ; finally, the levity which overthrows all

in its £ontinual restlessness, so that nothing acquires consistea-

£,y and strength.

In this violent conflict it.was not long ere the crisis arrivBd

;
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and the King, .as a general, being accustomed to \ igoioiis at-

tacks, but forgetting the old rule of war to construct a golden

bridge to the routed enemy, detennined to grant the eight days'

respite, which afibrded no choice to the Assembly of the States.

The latter, convinced that a constitution could only be durable

when foimded upon constitutional principles ; convinced that a

liberty granted hy order, and which in reality was to commence
with an act of servitude, could afford no guarantee for its

duration, a second time rejected the improved constitution

by a vast majority, which was only obtained because the com-
mons had not differed from the nobility respecting future

claims, but had prudently concurred with them in the contest

with the court.

If the defenders of absolute power tiiumphcd on this occa-

«sion, they never manifested more complete ignorance. Two
constitutions rejected one after the other, the first for its found-

ation, and the second for the form of presentation ; a court

vainly appealing against that decisicn to the primary assem-

blies ; the unity of sentiment in those who were interested in the

work, together with the certainty that the negociations would

be sooner or later resumed, were not circumstances on which
they could congratulate themselves. The conduct of the States

of Wirtemburg proved what security and confidence the cause

of the people had acquired ; what power and energy the age

and circumstances had imbibed when conditions so acceptable

could be rejected. The conduct of the States was at the same
time a great example to Gennany; it taught how the noble

contest between libertj- and arbitrary power was to be main-

tained. It displayed on a small scale, what history universally

shows on a great one, namely, that when things are secretly

carried to an extreme opposition, they as secretly gather

strength ; and when despotism or vice thmk they have attained

the long-wished-for object, the enemy unexpectedly rises up
and hurls them to destruction.

In those ages when the usurpation of the rights of man
hurried on with blind self-interest, disregarding every thing

else, that power called popular opinion was first formed

out of imperceptible elements. No sooner had it acquired

consistence than it rose against the abuse of power, selfish-

ness, and the moral degradation of courts. When the revo-

lution broke out in European society, it carried to excess the

principle of opposition. The people who were first induced

to contend against the revolution, afterwards reluctantly

became the victims of despotism, and having for a length of

time been dragged to execution in the east and west, finally
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rose in favor of independence, when blind elements had begun
tiie work of Providence, and they were roused by the con-
sciousness of their own power. Public opinion then proved
that it had become a power, certainly not yet represented at

tiie Consress, but dictating promises and concessions in the

13th article. In the events of Wirtemburg it had, for the first

time, a sitting and a voice, to regain the ancient rights of na-
tions ; it had been put to the test, and henceforth confident of
its own power, it regarded with a dissatisfied eye what was
passing in Northern Germany. Then the Prussian government,
which for a time appeared to have been acting for the welfare

of Germany, according to the maxims of her own Anti-Machi-
avel, turned to the page of the adroit Florentine in quest of

principles which might not be in direct opposition to all spirit

of justice. Two parties existing throughout the whole of Ger-
many united in Prussia, towards the close of the war, because
in that country, where every thing was absorbed in military des-

potism, their interests and principles experienced less opposi-

tion than elsewhere. These parties were, that of Frederick

tlie Great, which formed the majority, and that of the Napo-
leonic innovators ; but both were equally inimical to liberty and
favorable to absolute power.
We are not so unjust as to include in the same condemna-

tion the two elements of this coalition, which were frequently

united in one individual. Of all the States of Germany, Prus-
sia alone during latter times, presented a history ; she alone

had produced a great man during the present age. The laurel

which encircled his brow was not certainly a civic crown, and
his sword had been stained with the blood of Germans

;
yet he

was not the first who had shed tliat blood, and the order which
his arm overthrew was already tottering and near its fall. He
has been reproached, not without reason, for introducing fo-

reign and frequently impure manners, ideas, and maxims ; but

it ought not to be forgotten that all he saw about him was in-

supportably rude, narrow-minded, petty, and pedantic ; and
that what he introduced from foreign nations, though acknow-
ledged by the progress of reason to be somewhat frivolous,

was nevertheless cultivated by men of talent, and must then

have appeared a bold and laudable emancipation. Subjecting

all to his own views, he introduced into public relations that

destructive mechanism which still holds Prussia in chains ; but
he cannot be blamed, because tlie age which succeeded him did

not know what was best suited to it, and preserved vdth reli-

gious respect, as the palladium of its safety, that which he
would have rejected with scorn had he lived at a later period.
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That piety should biini? dead oflferings to the past is not

censurable. It was nght that what was valuable of former

times should not be lightly sacrificed to the spirit of innovation.

But it ought to be recollected that Prussia was no longer the

same after the introduction of new and dissimilar elements;

that a revolution in ideas had taken place, and that there was
a conflict between what should be and what had been.

But the example of Spain was at this time too seduc tire for

the possessors of power. Old abuses appeared so easily re-

stored, and innovations so quickly banished, that a victory so

cheaply won could not but excite to emulation. It was true that

a similar attempt had failed in France ; but then each govern-

ment flattered itself with success. Even in France the parly

that wished to produce a counter-revolution was not dis-

couraged. After the allied Powers had collected the wrecks
which the explosion had dispersed, that party ascribed it's

failure to too much moderation. It weis wished, but hardly

hoped, that Prussia would refrain from making a similar ex-

periment. For a long time much had been said in that coun-

try respecting the existence of a secret society called the Tu-
gendbund (the league of virtue), which had for its object to ob-

tain liberty and resist all subjugation, particularly that which
v»'as foreign, without infringing on the loyalty due to lawful

princes. This society was said to consist of diff'erent ranks,

distinguished by particular signs, all bound together by solemn
oaths, without knowing each other, obeying chiefs, in their

turn subject to a grand master. All the secrets of the Tugend-
bund, equally inaccessible to fear and to hope, were believed

to be preserved under pain of death, without any human power
being able to protect him who betrayed them, from the ven-

geance of bis associates.

It is possible, that during the period of foreign oppression
such plans might have been formed, and their execution at-

tempted. The strong might, in imitation of an old artifice, per-

suade the weak and uninformed, of the existence of such a

society in ordei" t© rouse their courage. The rumors of a se-

cret association which reached the enemy, served to disquiet

him, and the governments favored the useful fable. The in-

vention is now recollected, to be turned against the inventors-

Distrust appears to be an evil inseparable from the situation of
princes, an evil which in the order of things belongs to them,
and serves to balance the advantages they possess over other

men. Lord Bacon has well observed, that in general kings
are in that luitbrtunate disposition of mind that they have little

to desire and much to fear] that at the height at which the/
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are placed, having nothirif^ to \ns\\ for, their minils become
weak, and are obscured by suspicion. The distrust of princes*

forms the ground-work of the most perfidious plots of courts.

Soon after the second peace X)f Paris, a person high in office

delivered to the King a voluminous manuscript, intitled

" What have we to fear or to hope from the secret Societies in

Gernitnyf in which the Tugendbund was denounced. The
author pointed out men of the first intluence in \hf State as
being connected with it, and hinted that what had contributed

but little to save monarchy, now threatened its very existence

by the most dangerous plots. " During the war," said he,
" the society had circulated pernicious ideas ; and owing to

the concessions which the government had been compelled to

mai:e, a spirit pf insolence had gained ground, and (lie people
had imbibed notions formerly ibreign to them." He regarded
Prussia^ like every military state, as essentially monarchical,
and all that tended to disturb the security of the monarchy en-

dangered the existence of the state. He hinted at the means
of repressiog the evil,—the necessity of blasting hopes of which
sound policy forbad the realisation—of gradually reipoving

those men who had become dangerous by their popularity, the

statesmen, bj'^ giving them remote diplomatic missions, the

generals, by prudently removing them from active service, and
the inferior members, by at once depriving them of all influence.

Finally, the author pointed out all the resources of that infernal

and artful policy which men of the present age practise when
they wish to rid themselves of their opponents in silence and
darkness.^

* As an instance of the levity with which men of this stamp acted on
such occasion?, and also that it may operate as a warning in the present
outcry about conspiracies, I shall quote a passage from {.he latter end of
this Memorial ; the author undertakes to answer the question ; What can
the Royal cause gain ? and he says :— " The members of the Tugendbund
receive among them all men of talent and influence, without regard to moral
principle. Else %vould they have sullied their honor by the reception of a
Reisach, a Gruner, or a Goerres? The tirst fted from Bavaria as a criminal

:

the second, in J813, broke his parole of honor, and threw the state to wiiich

he was bound into the greatest danger; he married the mistress of a
Frenchman, &c.: Goerres was a French agen-t up to the year 1813 ; he
tli€n wrote in the spirit of the Jacobins, as he now writes in the spirit of the
Germanic Union." i have been informed that M. de B , /rom his
views, opinions, and situation at that period, is in all probability the au-
thor of this Memorial. I shall write his name fully whenever I acquire the
certainty that it is really his production. At present I shall merely declare
that the author^ whosoever he may be, is an infamous and contemptible
slanderer; not for what he lias said respecting me, as I do not consider my
lipnor compromised by these fabiuet caiurnnies, hut on account of the \u^
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The King-, who had adroitly raised the arm of justice against

certain men and their intentions, was alarmed at the abyss

which appeared open beneath him, and the anti-coustitiitional

party proclaimed their views as far as it Avas possible to pub-

lish them, in the work t^ ritten by the famous Von Schmalz. The
way in which this work was received in Prussia and throughout

Germany, might from the first have convinced the writer's in-

stigators of what they had to expect. General disquietude in-

stantly placed public opinion under arms. Never did the de-

cisive superiority of truth, talent, and energy, over baseness

and perfidy appear move victorious ; never was a defeat more
complete and humiliating. The party, beaten in conflicts of

every kind, confounded at so unlooked-for a defence, and being,

moreover, not much gifted with courage, fled behind the

throne, convinced of the impossibility of calming otherwise

than by an act of authority, the commotion which had been so

culpably and imprudently excited. The King forbad the affair

to be henceforth alluded to : a decision equally unworthy of

the Sovereign, who ought never to side with a party, and of

the people, who cannot be prohibited from freely discussing

public affairs, and more particularly all that regards public ac-

cusations.

The impression produced on the whole nation by this revolt-

ing scandal could not be misunderstood. A public denuncia-

tion of so pompous a nature gave just oflence, and when the

charge of treason vanished into smoke, to the shame of the ac-

cusers, when tlie nation saw through the gross fabrication, then

the blackest ingratitude was laid open, and the abortive scheme
appeared nothing else than an attempt to bring back the old,

abhoned, and absurd state of things. From that fatal moment
slumbering distrust was awakened, and the government was
closely watched, in order to discover with certainty its inten-

tions.

Unfortunately the events which immediately followed, proved
that the party, though reduced to silence, had not renounced
its intrigues nor its designs. On the contrary, it appeared that,

every thing which the Memorial had recommended to the King
began to be carried into execution. A highly respected gene-

ral was removed from his command, and the whole pack of
railers which had been chained up since the fall of Napoleon,
opened upon him in full chorus in the Gazettes, and particu-

proachable female, whom I have been compelled to allude to, and who en-
joys in the esteem of the city of Coblentz, where she has been brought up,

the best salibtaction against her infamous iraducer.
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larly in the Allgcmeine Zeilung-. They raised the cry of a
Wallenstein, and even pretended to have found a Seni and
Piccolomini ; and the halberd was only wanting in the insultintj

juggle exhibited to disgusted Germany. At the same time there

commenced in the same Journals, that shameful sort of reason-

ing the object of w^hich was to prove that the King was not

bound to keep his promise, and that therefore either no con-
stitution, or only an illusory one, should be given. Articles

having an oflicial air, have continued to appear during four

years in the public papers, and their worthless character has,

more than can well be conceived, embittered and inflamed

men's minds.
As this was also the time for carrying into efiect the organi-

sation of the Provinces on the Rhine, which were represented
as the focus of revolutionary feelings, inflamed by haughty
Proconsuls, it was thought indispensable to apply to them the
same principles, in order to extinguish as quickly as possible
the dangerous flame. The work was begun on a violent and
arbitrary system. All interests w^ere trampled on, promises
were eluded—even the propositions of the Government Com-
missioners were despised, and the whole was concluded ac-
cording to the opinion of two Ministers, ignorant of the

relations of the country. These provinces, already irritated

by the general distrust, looked to the Government for redress

;

and when the latter acted as in Poland, the days of old Prussia
seemed to be revived. After a violation of the most
solemn promises, any thing might reasonably be expected

;

confidence was lost, and a spirit of opposition has since pre-
vailed throughout the provinces, which it would now be
difficult to cahn. In all these unfortunate situations, what
was observed by the Roman Consuls in the affair of the

Aricini and Ardeati, whose landmark the people wished to
usurp :

—

Famce quidem ac Jidei damna majora esse, qiiam qua
icslimari possent.

In the other parts of Northern Germany no better results

were obtained. In the Provinces of Holstein and Lauenburg
there had existed, since 1816, a Commission, coii^isting of the

deputies of Prelates, the Knights of the Empire, the Cities

and Bailiwicks, convoked to deliberate on constitutional pro-

positions made by the court. This deliberation was also

attended with no result. The King of Denmark, by refusing

to extend the future Constitution to the Duchy of Schleswig,

proved that he was not disposed to do more than he was
bound to do by the treaties he had signed ; and from his unwil-

lingness to grant a deliberative voice to the future states, it
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was plain he wished to explain these treaties only m a way
favorable to arbitrary power.
The influence of the age could not be very powerful in

Mecklenburg, v.'here an order of thinG:s, which had existed for

ages, was still firmly established ; where a powerful nobihty
shared among them the land on which the peasantry labored
like slaves ; where the free middling classes had not yet

acquired the right of setting forth those claims to which the

progress of civilisation entitled them. Thus an organic law of
the state, published by the two reigning houses, merely or-

dained that in all discussions with the States, the will of the

Government should constitute the law. The opposition to

this order of things not resting on historical events, but
founded on general ideas, no result was obtained. The
ingenuous proposition of the deputies of the people, for

changing the subjects into citizens exercising their rights by
immediate deliberation or delegation, and at once destroying

hereditary nobility and servitude, was of course rejected.

In Saxony, the old constitution of the States had been
restored. The aristocratic representation, convoked conform-
ably to that constitution, w as necessarily disposed to follow

the example of Ihe Government, and to exclude all amelio-
ration, under pretence of prudence. But little attention was
devoted to granting the representative right to the peasantry-
converting the deputies of the cities into real representatives,

and admitting to the States the landed proprietors who had
hitherto been excluded. Thus the Government granted the

States only a dehbCrative voice, and denied them the power of
proposing original measures, as well as of giving a veto; the

proposed reduction of the standing army was refused : as to

the demand of submitting to the States a report on expenditiu'e

and revenue, it was declared that the King, during his fifty

years' reign, had never required taxes beyond what Avere

needful, but that he had gratefully accepted the gifts granted
by the States.

In Hanover, the spirit of the age had not prevented the

aristocracy from resuming its influence, with which had re-

turned the old character of the Government
;

just and good
intentioned, it is true, but attached to worn-out forms. An
Assembly of the States which proscribed pubhcity, and in

which merely the power of inactivity prevailed, could not
convert the oscillatory movement into a progressive movement.
However, the Hanoverian Government made several praise-

worthy con<iessions. All that remained of the ecclesiastical

domains was referred to a prudent administration, and the
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Kevenues applied to the support of chuiches and public edu-

cation. The exemption from taxation was abolished; a

measure peculiarly favorable to the treasury, as the amount of

taxes continued undiminished. A diet was granted to the

seven lordships of East Frizeland, and magistracy was re-

stored in the capital of that province. Torture and the oath

of purification were abolished ; and even the introduction of

the trial by jury Avas thought of. All this, though imperfect,

deserved the gratitude of the people.

In Hesse, to the advantages arising from the return of the

old prince, were united the disadvantages inseparable from an

attachment to antiquated forms ; and which were the greater,

as the prince had not relinquished his passion for hoarding

money. The general misery returned with the absurd import-

ance attached to the army. All negociations with States were

broken off, whenever it was proposed to separate the public

treasury from the prince's private purse. A constitution

was ofiered for a sum of money, and the purchase not having

been concluded, the thirteenth article of the federal act was
passed over in silence. The dispute with the purchasers of

domains, which was properly settled in Brunswick and Ha-
nover, became a public scandal in Hesse. Hesse having

become entirely stationary, gradually withdrew from the com-
munity of the Confederate States, and appeared to be justly

reproached for disregarding the general interest.

This state of things in the North of Germany could not

tend to conciliate the people, who longed for solid and popular

institutions, and for future security. Repose and tranquillity

are doubtless necessary, at a period immediately succeeding

violent commotions
;
yet it should not be the repose of inert-

ness, but of prudence, gaining its object by a regular and
easy pace. It was acknowledged that Germany could gain

nothing by the restoration of the feeble order of things that

prevailed before the revolution.

Assuredly those storms, traces of which may still be seen

on the horizon, have not passed over Europe to restore the

empire of mediocrity which they overthrew. That construc-

tion, which, like ossification, binds up the nobler parts of life,

will never again be mistaken for health; that immutability

'.vhich fetters ideas, will no longer pass as the model of civili-

sation and cosmopolitan sentiment.

We cannot now be content with a mode of government
which disowns all that is elevated ; which selects only what is

petty and confined ; which, incapable of distinguishing between
causes and effects, is startled at the most ordinary events, and
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plunges iuto precipitate measures. Tlie spirit of the age can
no longer endure the cold pedantry which acts only according
to the rigid method, and which, on the least surprise, or in

any case of importance, is at a loss how to proceed, because
then the rule forsakes its slaves.

Neither will history henceforth assign a place to courtiers

worn out in heart and mind, who make a study of insigni-

ficance ; she v.ill no longer admit ministers who can command
ciphers, but not men. She demands brave and experienced
men, v.ho estimate forms according to their value, without
being slaves to them ; men who Ccui boldly mount the fiery

steed, and guide him in his ardent course.

Certainly one of the problems of the present age is hence-
forth to establish government on the tranquil and stable

welfare of the mass of mankind. But cabinet despotism,
invented in Italy, first practised in France, and thence trans-

ferred to Germany, cannot usurp the place of limited will,

which is free and powerful, because obedient to rhe law. The
finance system winch has ruined Europe, is not ameliorated,
because equal taxation has been established, by augmenting,
instead of dmiinishing, the public burthens. \Ve cannot pre-

serve an order of things in which duties and rights are une-
qually distributed. The present age has not recurred to the

past, that it may be forcibly imposed, whenever it shall be
foimd favorable to despotism, as was the case in the North,
and withheld when it shall prove inimical to arljitrary views,
as in Wirtemburg. The spell of dangerous conspiracies
from abroad, and which fettered the whole power of Germany, is

broken, and she no longer participates in the blessing of Issa-

char, the son of Jacob, who was " like a strong ass couching
down between two burdens."

If the events of the North gave rise to such considerations,
the situation of the South excited others of an opposite kind.

That part of the empire had long been French Germany ; for

the provinces of the Rhine were united to France at the demo-
cratic period of the revolution, and the principalities on the

other side of the river were made subject to her by the Confe-
deration of the Rhine. Throughout these provinces demo-
cratic ideas and a. spirit of independence prevailed among the

commons ; the courts alone sided with the fallen revolution,

and transplanted it to Germany in its despotic form.
This revolution was a judgment of heaven, to punish first

France, and then the rest of the world, for a long succession of
crimes, and finally to discharge the debt of blood which had
been growing up from race to race, augmented by the interests
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of each ; and the reformation was a similar judgment for tlie

punishmcnt of hypocris}', sellishness, and the decay of the

old church discipline.

During the reformation, the princes of the North at first

involved themselves, and then involving others, soon succeeded
in controlling the popular commotion : the purification of the

Church was the commencement, and the end was the shameful
pillage of the Church. The grand idea of the throne of St.

Peter, first undermined by the ambition of the priests, was
totally destroyed by the selfishness of re-action. The triple

crown of the Pope was shared among the princes, as eccle-

siastical sovereigns ; in some places, it fell to the ecclesigis-

tical aristocracy, or even to the commons. In the present
instance, the Western courts leagued with the reverse side of
the revolution, which was \mlimited despotism. The pillage

of tliat half of the Church which had escaped the reformation,

the oppression of the weak, the destruction of popular rights

and privileges, the loss of independence, and the annihilation

of the Imperial Throne in Germany, were the results of this

alliance.

In this state of things a new class of statesmen rose up,
totally different from those who had survived the grand move-
ment in the North, who afterwards conformed to their prin-

ciples. The latter, the slaves of the past, acknowledge nothing
that now exists, and cherish a profound horror of all that is to

come ; they are only attached to the earth by time gone-by.
The former disregard both the past and present ; they consider
what has been as the prey of the tomb, and imagine themselves
the masters of the present and tyrants of the future. The
children of the day that gave them birth, they protest against
all that has existed before them, and hope that their will may
become the law of futurity, forgetting that the men of to-morrow
will seek to amiihilate them in the same manner as they
attempt to destroy all that is dated from yesterday. Having
no idea of the calm and regular progress by which nature
perfects all things, they refuse to acknowledge it, and tlieir

impatience has recourse to mechanism. In their hands, the

state becomes a steam-engine, and they would rise and de-
scend with it, moving immense weights, so that the machine
may work, and at the s£ime time renew its power. In this

mechanism, which would reduce every thing to right lines and
numbers, all the lines must terminate in a central point, and
the numbers become a unit ; so that despotism may calculate
»Jid direct from the centre, unimpeded by the troublesome
independence of any relation. All is sacrificed to the pre-
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vailing idea of the moment ; and nothing is so firmly esta-

blished but it may be overthrown. All great things that have
taken root in time, are treated as rebellious, and every effort i«

made to extirpate them, so that nothing may remain but the

giant labors which they themselves have pictured in per-

spective. There is neither fidelity, love, rror any of the best

feelings of human nature in their works, in which nothing
is requisite but what they style cOinmon sense ; and they un-
relentingly burst through all hnman relations, moving from one
end of their chess-board to the other, pawns, bishops, castles,

and knights. Their constitutions are not social unions to

ensure the rights and interests of free men ; -they are inscribed

first on sheets of paper, then splendidly bound up, and when one
edition is exhausted, a new one appears. Thus no blessing

attends their works, because they are all built in darkness
;

every new day overthrows the creations of jesterday. Tor-
mented by vain cares, like Saturn, they unceasingly devour
their own offspring. Gifted with energy and talent, they might
be the saviours of their country ; but involved in the cor-

ruption of courts, they have become her bane. These violent

and turbulent spirits having seized the helm of affairs in one
half of Germany, whilst the other half is still enslaved by
statesmen of the opposite system ; the country is reduced to

that state, in which one side is attacked with apoplexy, and
the other by St. Vituss dance ; thus while one half the govern-
ment is in a state of asthenia, absorbed in vague reveries, the

other is afflicted with hypersthenia, and wastes itself in extrava-
gant delirium.

All that pa.stsed in Germany at the period of Rhenish Confe-
deration is yet fresh in recollection, and therefore it would be
useless and hateful to recur to those events. When the empire
of Napoleon was overthrown, and public opinion loudly pro-
tested against the courts which had adopted bis system, are-
action arose, created out of various motives. The mild forms
of arbitrary power hitherto exercised, were totally hostile to

the new claims of the age ; but offended pride sought to

maintain what existed against the order of things which threat-

ened encroachment, and bitterly repelled all who set up old

pretensions.

In this difficulty, the statesmen who had been chiefly instru-

mental in bringing about a return to the Napoleon principles,

followed the example set by their master on his return from
Elba, and joined the liberal party. But as to tlie claims sub-
sequently to be fulfilled, they were first reduced, and then a
rich provision was made of those papers and phrases which
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never possess their nominal value, a store of gilt toys was
oollected to divert the public. These are favors which cost

nothing j liberties which exist without ever bemg gianled

;

concessions prudently neutralised by laws of exception

;

linally, all those senseless forms and subterfuges which humaji
prudence considers necessary in public aflairs. When these

gew-gaws had found their admirers, it was hoped to redeem
with them the first concessions; and such was indeed the

result Despotism having assumed the foim prescribed by the

fashion of the age, once more became a marketable article.

The Grand Duchy of Nassau had, previously to the Con-
gress, obtained a constitution tolerably good in theory, but

which produced but little in practice. Under pretence that the

constant cliange of territorial relations did not admit of the

convocation of the States, the Constitution remained three

years suspended ; and meanwhile the apparatus was prepared
for extinguishing all the turbulent passions and demagogic plots

which were to burst out in the Legislative Assembly. Conse-
quently, it was declared that the assembly should be consti-

tuted, but in no way ronstititti/ig ; and it was allowed no share

m the institutions brought about by a change of internal

lelations. It was thought enough to require the consent of the

States to important edicts.

To guard against the terrible power of the twenty represen-
tatives of the people, the Government was fortified according
to the rules of war. Thei principal bulwark was a multitude
of powerful men in office, enjoying like the nobility parti-

cular privileges, and directing from the centre, by means oi"

petty magistrates, the minutest affairs of the country. All
ecclesiastical affairs were centralised; and then by consoli-

dating parochial property, and establishing a central treasury,

the clergy were made officers of state, and paid by the public.

Physicians and lawyers, who always form two independent
classes, and who took so active a part in the French Revolu-
tion, were deprived of all means of annoyance : the former
were transformed into officers k.t state, and paid from the

district treasuries ; and the latter were excluded from the

tribunals and bailiwicks. Trade corporations, the shameful
remnants of feudalism, forming states within the state, were
destroyed. But as there were still among the nobility some
who preserved independent principles, discord was raised

between them and the commons, by allusion to Ultras, who
wished to do all without the people, and Jacobins, who pro-
posed doing all bi/ the people : the latter were opposed by the

privileged class, and the former by the second chamber. This
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terrible democracy beiiig assembled, after an adroit choice,

ministerial despotism could proceed apparently Kith the people.

That tliis imposing attitude might not be weakened by the

unanimity of the States, \vlio presented the address of thanks

to the Prince, he protested in some measme against such con-

currence as micoustitutional.

This being done, the Government Commissioner, Ibell, with

all the arrogance of despotic v.ill, visited a small number of

deputies, ignorant of business, and chiefly depending on the

Government, and explained his decisions and creations, ^^ hich

he required they should sanction by their approval. How
could the little sparks of democratic principle have been com-
pared to this vast conflagration ? When the States, alarmed
at so powerful an aiithority, demanded a syndic to direct

them, their claim was regarded as absurd and treasonable.

When some districts wished to exercise the right of petitioning-

the States, an outcry was raised against the demagogic design,

and its authors were cruelly persecuted. A patriotic and
meritorious officer of state was driven from his post and
exiled.

Thus were the States shut out from every path, that opened
by tlie Government excepted. The principle laid down was,
that all the domains of the different provinces became the

property of the ancienl counts and princes of Nassau when
they assumed the ducal coronet. The court was thus ren-

dered completely independent of the States ; and as the supplies

required were to be found in the way pointed by the Govern-
ment, eveiy tiling of this kind was anticipated. The system

of taxation had been previously established, on the laudable

principle of equalising the burthens on agriculture and trade.

A considerable part of the expenses of administration was
imposed on the district treasuries. These were charged witli

the allowances of all the local authorities, down to the lowest

officers, including the night-watch. There remained, there-

fore, for the budget only the expenditure for the great machine
of the Government, and for the States scarce any thing else

than that of revising the receipts and expenses as a high

chamber of accounts. They corrected some trifling irregu-

larities, and made some unimportant financial arrangements.

Finally, they broke up, caiTying home with them the praise of

having been quiet, prudent, and well-meaning representatives,

but also destined to receive the loud censures of the people.

This censme produced a discontent which could not fail to

disclose itself in the following session. As it could not,

under such circumstances, appear in the moderate manner of a
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regular and linn opposition, a commotion was unavoidable,
when several districts had suffered great distress, and a poor
tax was imposed. The insolence against which this com-
motion was directed might have learned from it, that human
patience can only be abused to a certain point. But such
explosions are only temporary, while a well-planned despotism
proceeds regularly forward. Accordingly the whole of this

unsystematic resistance ended with a second act of violence
upon another ofhcer ; and the secret was discovered of making
a Constitution, which was not altogether bad, annihilate itself.

Thus was exhibited an example of the modern art of
making constitutions, which establishes equality among men
by one common system of slavery, and w hich holds up treedom
to ridicule, as an empty illusion— a work, the pattern of A\hich

was borrowed from France—a microcosm executed after the

manner of Napoleon's macrocosm. Andlo! the master sav/

that the work was good. There were two Chambers, a Council
of State, an Ultra, and a Jacobin partj^ all harnessed to the

triumphal car, which drove on amidst songs of liberty ; then

came an official Moniteur, which, at one time waving the

thyrsus of liberal ideas, exclaimed, Evoe Bucclie ! a.t another
blew the bird-call by which liberal gulls are caught. In the

train of the car followed vanity, silly self-confidence, the

passion for organising and innovation. Finally, to this grand
exhibition may be added Hunt and the Spa-Field orators of
the county of Katzeneilenbogen ; and yet better, the blessing

of a discovered conspiracy. O frightful folly of the age !

—

after a long course of deception, at last believing its own lies,

abandoning nature to give a theatrical color to things, and
turning society, the State, the Church, and all that is respect-

able on the earth, into a disgusting farce.

What succeeded so well in Nassau, had before been tried in

Bavaria. The Minister, JMontgelas, who, on the same plan,

formed the Constitution of 1808, proclaimed another at the

time of the Congress of Vienna. Montgelas was dismissed,

and the ministry which succeeded did not possess either the

influence or the art necessary to perpetuate his system. The
King granted a Charter, in which too much anxiety for the

preservation of royal prerogatives appears ; but which, never-
theless, gives the people advantages by which they may be
enabled gradually to abolish bad institutions, and substitute

better in their stead.

The Bavarian Diet did not, therefore, resemble those gloomy
apparitions which serve to deceive the age. The second
Chamber, after acquiring some constitntional experience,
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manifested a very laudable spirit. Many of the oppressions

jvhich nations suffer, were brought into discussion. Prepara-

tion was made for the introduction of new institutions. A
limit was set to great abuses, and the disorders of the age

were brought to the solstice i>oint of asnendment.

The union •which prevailed between the Cabinet and the

Chamber was, however, soon dissolved, when the latter, after

examining the extremities of the body politic, began to

approach the internal vital parts, in order to eradicate the

disease of which States, in the present age, perish. When it

was proposed to reduce the army, and to make ether e<u>no-

mical and financial reforms, when tlie arbitrary- acts of the

administration, which atfected even Courts of Justice, were
opposed, then that patience, too imprudently relied on as

Jiberal, was exhausted, and the passions which have so ofteu

disgraced Germany raged in all their fory. The first Chamber
and the Council of State assumed jt to be their duly to make a

>tand against the popular claims. It was pretended tliat,

according to the Constitution, the supplies ought to be gene-

lously granted, without any condition of radical reform.

Having refused to allow the troops to take the oath to the

Constitution, on the ground that the army was not a delibe^

rative body, they were allowed to deliberate on addresses

favorable to the Cabinet. At last the Prince was, in a \ex\

^mdiguified maimer, involved in disputes, which may be
jegarded as the memorable beginning of a contest, the termi-

nation of which, though uncertain as to time, is by no means
doubtful with respect to tlie result.

Similar events in the Grand Duchy of Baden had a similar

result. Constitutions had succeeded each other there as

rapidly as in France. One, doubtless intended to exhibit

something original in German absurdity, was framed, as

expressed in the title, " according to objective and subjec-

tive relations," The Roman Consuls were not so qui^ckh

chtinged as the Ministers. At last the Court granted a Charter

5n fulfilment of the 13th article, wiiich was very generally

Approved. In the assembly convoked iu virtue of this Charter,

the talent for business which distinguishes the people of Baden,
ajid much practical experience, was displayed.

When, however, afiajrs advanced to the critical point, when
the question of the part the States ought to have in the Ger-
manic Diet came to be considered, and when measures ol

economy were agitated, the Court deteimined to put an end to

,^e discussions. The States were not mejeljr dissolved,, but
rfh'smissed. and the Constitution violated as soon ^s it was put
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ill operation. This was another proof of the degree of esti-

mation in Avhich a Constitution was to be held, wliich, restinj^ oa
no historical foundation, and unsupported by free institutions,

and powerful corporations, depended merely on caprice, was
granted by a Cabinet order, and revoked by the same au-
tiiority.

The venerated authority of ancient law opposed a more
successful resistance to arbitrary power in Wirtemburj;. The
King, irritated at the opposition made to some well-meant
measures, threw himself into the arms of a party ; but the
momentary triumph tlms obtained, was followed by a com-
plete defeat. To punish such a course, Nemesis wanted
neither dagger nor poisoned cup. A small error in the financial

accounts, which had slid in among the ciphers, like a serpent
under jlowers, was sufficient. At last the King, mth a truly

laudable confidence, summoned a new Constituent Assembly,
and Wirtemberg enjoys the advantage over all other German
States, of having established its system in a constitutional

manner, and in hamiony with the Government.
While this conciliatory co-operation served to calm the

irritation of public feeling, it has, on the other hand, been still

more deeply wounded by the fermentation which prevails in

B,henean Hesse. We there see a prince of excellent dispo-
sition, entangled in the complicated relations of an age which
he but ill comprehends ; a ministry divided^ embarked on the

stormy sea of politics, without chart or compass, and driven
about by evefy wind ; and finally, a people who know their

rights, and boldly demand them. Such are the elements of
this contest, which may at present cause some apprehension,
but for which a favorable result may be predicted, when we
consider on tlie one hand the benevolence of the prince, and
on the other the firmness of the people.

That the contrast between North and South Germany^ Ipng
established as a general principle, should not however extend
to particular cases, it has been thought fit to transplant the

feeble timid character- of the Northern Governments to the

South, by the Constitutions given to the Tyrol, Gallicia, and
the small territory. of Vaud; while, on the contrary, an active,

intelligent, but arbitrary princess of the North opposed her
equivocal liberality to ancient rights in a manner as tyrannical

as any thing practised in the Confederation of the Rhine,
Whilstj beyond the Rhine, the political reformation has gra-

dually attained the point to which the English Episcopal
Church has arrived in religious reformation, the provinces on
Ibis side of the Rhine rather form a kind of politicaj Cal-
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vinism, which the cities of Siiabia and the Rhine have vainly

sought to adopt. The deputies of the Circle of the Rhine
voted in the assemblies of Bavarian States, with the inflexible

spirit attached to the realities of the political school adopted

in the provinces of the left bank ; though they have been occa-

sionally misled by preconceived opinions, yet in all that re-

gards the practical interest of their provinces, they have
proved themselves intelligent and prudent. The same spirit

was evinced in Hesse, on this side of the Rhine, and excited

violent opposition to the distant governments ; it was of course

decidedly evinced in»the possessions of Prussia, imder whose
sceptre is united the chief portion of the Rhenish territory.

When that coimtry was allotted to Prussia, the extremities

of Germany were united ; and the diplomatic benediction which
heaven has hitherto refused to confirm, was pronounced on the

union. This union was entirely heterogeneous. On the one
hand a state, connected together merely by a King reigning in

the plenitude of despotism, by cabinet orders, v»^ithout any
legal constitution ; next, a world of administiators secretly

organised, govern with the most complex forms ; next, a severe

military spirit, inclined to compress life within the limits of
subordination. On the other hand, a people without a native

sovereign family, a race of nobility almost extinct, and au
impoverished clergy ; next, a middle class, not opulent but

easy, obedient, but not subjected ; saifering the bridle of the

law, but offended by every arbitrary act ; embracing all that is

practicable, and devoted to the public interests ; not hostile to

the profession of arms, but detesting the domineering spirit

connected with the military state.

Principles so opposite, could not tranquilly come in contact;

and the disadvantage of the conflict was of necessity wholly

on the part of the new masters, who had appropriated to

themselves all action, and resigned to the subjects only the

passive character. Thus when the government first lost public

confidence, the people, by dint of observation, soon discovered

its feeble points. Tlie present was unanimously rejected, and

all attention was fixed on the progress of the Government in

forming the Constitution. The creation of the Council of

State was observed with satisfaction, as the first step towards

that formation. The installation of the Commission for pre-

paring the Constitution, the formation oi' (he Commission of

Justice, and the abolition of the secret Police, were also mea-
sures agreeable to the public. When three members of the

Constitutional Commission were sent into (lie different pro-

vinces to ascertain the state of public opinion, the measure.
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though somewhat late, was regarded as one step m advance.

But alter the return of these moiabors, when it was found that

the Commission did not meet for' a second sitting, the tardy

movements of the goveramcuit excited fears of its retrogres-

aioB.

Meanwhile the Chancellor visited the Rhine, and new hopes
were cherished. He had accepted the famous address, and
the discussions which t nsiied i>etween him and the deputation

led to ihe expectation that re-action was at an end. But when
the King did not sanction the promise he had authorised his

minister to make ; when he manifested displeasure at the inha-

bitanis; when he extended that displeasure to the local govern-

-ment for having permitted what could not be justly prevented
;

and wnea he bestowed approbation on those who wished to

put dowii ihe expression of public opinion by violence ; then

the people were silent, bat a fresh blow was given, and the old

wound was re-opened.

When, however, the people of the Bhine objected to the

interference of the nobility in this aflair, they showed that their

attachment to abstract right was stronger than their feeling for

natural equity. The same feeling prevailed in the outcry

against the paper presented by the nobles to the chancellor.

In ^ejecting, witli republican pride, the aid of a corporation

whi<;ih never can be dangerous to liberty among us, the ad-

vantage of founding claims on ancient rights is inconsiderateh,'-

reBounced ; and not having been equitable, equity cannot be
demanded from the aristocracy, in many respects powerful.

From this moment the idea of an essential retrogression in

the principles of the government became general, and eveiy

thing that afterwards took place strengthened this opinion.

The establishment of the university of Bonn, and the result of

the immediate commission of justice, were, it is ti'ue, received

with gratitude ; but the new measures of iinance soon coun-

teracted the favorable impression. When the duties abolished

fe>y the provisional government were restored, and various

©ther burdensome taxes imposed ; when, of all the liberality of

anterior years, nothing was preserved but the military con-

scripuon, then opposition co\Ud not fail to show itself; and as

the pcopte could obtain no good by petitions, it v\ as natural that

tliey should wish to avert evil by protests. The local govern-

meut atterwards proved that the people had paid the four dollars

arhead required by law, and that nothing farther could be"

raised ; but ihe minister reproached ttio Municipal Council with

acting on narrow views, and held out the prospect o£ new
^ taxes, it wa« then curious to see p. system, though thus
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pushed ud ahsitrdum, go on apparently unperplexed ; but every

one fdt that it was necessary to put an end to this indifference

by a constitution.

Besides these political relations another cause, the state of

the Church, agitated Catholic Germany, particularly on the

Rhine and in Westphalia. Since the secular festival of the

reformation, there bad been displayed in Protestant Germany
an arrogance very unhke true Protestantism, which is modest
and humble, and which, while adhering to the words of Scrip-

ture, does not reject as absurd the belief of former ages, oh
Avhich the Catholic religion reposes. In such proceedings it

had no part, but rather appeared exactly in the relation in

which it admits a more rational faith, and with freedom pene-

trates to the bottom of things ; since the particular is in its

most extreme point united with the general, and as, when the

dross is removed from both, the pure silver appears, so in this

respect Protestantism and Catholicism are related to each
other as integral and differential methods.

But in this affair was shown that gloomy spirit which,

incapable of overcoming the difficultj% by cutting the knot on
the side of nature, misses also the historical solution ; which
arrogantly founds its claims on all that is transitorj-, fleeting,

and worthless ; which holds up its imaginations, vanities, and
passions, as great and good moral laws ; and which stops at

the cross road to explain history, while she proceeds in her car

of light on her course, regardless of the dirty atoms that float

in her beams. This is the spirit which has raised the cry that

Catholicism was dead and gone, and had only forgotten to get

itself buried ; and which now offers out of compassion, as it

were, to do honor to the deceased, by attending the funeral, and
to assist in breaking the chain which has enslaved the human
mind, and overthrowing the tyrant.

On the same grounds that it was formerly the practice to

preach up a coalition of Princes against the remaining shadow
of imperial authority, a similar coalition against the Pope was
recommended. The CathoUcs having heard these instigations

in silence, a dreadful picture of the Jesuits descending from
Switzerland was drawn, and the history of all the mischief the

Popes had ever done was collected in the journals. It was
then proclaimed that the Protestant maxim of the prince being
the head oi the church, should be applied to Cathohcs in Pro-
testant states. Thus it was not suflScient that the prince should
be head of the army, and of all other orders in the state, but he
must also, as ponti/ex maximuSy have power over the con-

science, in order mat in case fanaticism should revive, he
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might, like Henry the Vlllth of England, roast those v»'ho ac-
knowledge the Pbpe's authority, and rack those who deny it.

Hence the cry against the Bavarian Concordat, and the ap-
plause given to Wessenbergh, who, though a \\orthy man,
acted improperly in availing himself of the temporal power
to support a bad cause against the See of Rome.
The distrust which these ill-disguised designs excited was

strengthened by the proceedings of the Commission for Con-
cordats in Protestant States, partly composed ot Protestant
delegates. A journal published some of the propositions

made to this Commission, by which it appeared that it was
intended to reduce the Pope to the fisherman state, which the

apostle his predecessor abandoned when he followed Jesus.
In one country, a decree for the abolition of celibacy wax
prepared, but was withheld on account of the expense which
might be occasioned by pensions to the widows of priesti^.

These things must have made an unfavorable impression on
the public mind, though the result of the labors of the Com-
mission might tranquillise those who were informed of them.
Conciliatory measures were adopted, and it was hoped that

the Vatican would not permit the abolition of archbishopric^

or the nomination of Catholic bishops by Protestant princes.

Prussia, in the population of which four millions of Catho-
lics are included, did not concur in the deci;=ion of the Com-
mission, and her refusal was attributed to the wish not to be
outdone in liberality on this occasion. The King had made
promises which the chancellor had renewed ; but, after all, the

Church was left in a more wretched state than under the

French. The parchment deed of the Holy Alliance was care-

fully laid up in the archives. Edifying discourses on piety and
Christian virtue supplied to a certain extent the old official

style ; but the Christian maxim of giving to every one his due,
was not practised. All the ministers signed the order for alie-

nating the last remaining domains, as if they had wished to

divide the iniquity among a great number. It was pretended
thai it was better to get rid of the domains, eus that kind of
property served only to attract the enemy. In the same way
the provincial documents and manuscripts returned from Paris
were removed to Berlin for their better security. Afterwards,
when the religious institutions were abolished, when the esta-

blished Reformed Church could with difficulty defend itself,

when the local governments wanted to compel the Catholic

clergy to yield on the question of -mixed marriages, these and
other arbitrary proceedings turned public opinion in favor o
the clergy. Then the government assumed the negative cha-
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ractcr peculiar to the age. But suspicion was roused, and the

temper of (he Catholics became a new principle of dissension.

The agitation appeared chietly in publications. Wheix

Pnissia imposed a seveic censorship on the journals, the

spirit of free inquiry sought another asjlum, where its ideas

nii^ht have vent. That asylum was found in the co;5stitution

of Weimar, which had abolished censorship. Then com-

menced the war between the self-emancipating age and state

policy. The Isis, the Osiris, the Anr.bis, the INemcsis, and

the Patriot, ail in different ways detended hberty. At their

call, other voices were heard resounding from the mountains of

Switzerland, through Wirtemburg to the Danube, along the

Mein, and in all the South of Germany, while Northern Ger-

many was nearly struck dumb by the censors. All these united

voices formed a chorus, which, though not always in harmony,

and sometimes forgetting the rules of prosody, loudly reminded

the heroes who stalk along the political stage in the cothurnus,

of salutary practical regulations, and neglected truths, and of

good advice which they had despised.

But this chorus, long banished from the modern stage,

where confidants and bed-chamber courtiers had usurped its

place, having again made its appearance without invitation,

could not expect to meet with a kind reception ; and indeed

its presence was only endured wiUr impatience. The corpo-

ration spirit which governs German courts, soon repelled this

dreaded innovation. A diplomatic campaign was commenced
against the journalists, in which, as in all great hunts, the

noble animal, pursued by the dogs, and harassed by their

cries, at length falls down lifeless, or is obliged to plunge into

a pond or a quagmire. For persecuted writers a quagmire,

German jurisprudence, was at hand, in the very place where

freedom from censorship had been granted. The hottest, after

tarrying a short v/hile in this filthy bath, found themselves

soon sufficiently cooled to check their zeal in the cause of the

country. All tedious constitutional forms: w'cre hovvcver soon

put aside, and after giving Oken the choice between putting an

end to himself or to his Isis, they were at last both banished

together.

Other writers, ihoi'-ght more of tlieniselves than to run the

risk of such a destiny, and prudently made amicable arrange-

ments With the government. It ,fas allowed to speak itt

gcheral terms of liberty, but every particular arbitiary act and

bud institutioa was to be spared. The middle ages, the feudal

c^ysiemj aUd Various othet fliitigs, wefe left open to comment.

The crrortJ 6f the King of Spaifi might b& fi-^^iy censured, and
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the German John BiiH might serve occasionally as a sul>jeC|,

for ridicule. On those conditions, (he buccaneers oi" Ihe prcs?

received letters of maik to cruize against the UGighhouring

governments, until the latter had the ^vcaknes3 to form a
concert against the attack. It was then declared illibeial and
unjust to attack the government which had been insulted only

the day before.

The people, initated by the misrepresentations of their pre^

tended organs, and the secret persecutions of their friends, turnej}

to conversation and tradition rather than writing : the spirit

which pervaded society, the rapid interchange of ideas, adje^j

new vigor to public life, and established a common centre,

whence thought diverged in all directions. Thus nothing wa§
concealed, every citizen felt the disgrace of his coontry, and
imparted his feelitigs toothers. Thus judgments on persons

and things are fo inded on facts, and are rarely unjust^ though

they may occasioiially appear severe.

- That tribunal which judges the living, is not influenced by
printed folsehoods. Men who imagine themselves impeuetra-

ble, are already distinguished by the title which an inevocabie

decree has assigned to them. Actions and events, which they

thought they could disguise, are known to the whole world.

Only the accused are ignorant of what is going on ; at least if

their own consciences do not convince them of their guilt. This

tribunal becomes the more severe, in proportion as the liberty

of the press is restricted, and that at tlie cost of those who ex-

jercise misrepresentation, because they are unable to defend

themselves. Thus many events v,hich appear incomprehensi-

ble, may be explained by the influence of the tradition of po-

pular opinion.

In the variousmovements produced by the causes alreadymen-
tioned, the liberals, who, during the period of the deliverance,

had concurred on the necessity of establishing a more suitable

order of things, separated into two parties :—one, called the his-

torical party, acknowledged that Germany was better, when>j

united under a protecting chief, and divided into different states

and corporations, she florished independent and vigorous;—
when, esteemed and respected from without, 3he could repel every

foreign power which presumed to attack her. This party al.-o ac-

Juiowledged, that when the head was weakened and th" mem-
bers too powerful and dissolute, disease pervaded the whole

frajne -.--thatby increased incongruity' disease gained uro nrl , and,

after the reformation, burst out in that violent and iuc. rablp

paroxysm, which afflicted the State, until the enemy overthrew
the tottering form and bound it to bis triumphal c^r, iSti^evving
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its membeis in eVcry direction, as Medea scattered the limbs

of AbsjTtes.

The historical party 'were of opinion, that the form alone

being perishable among nations, new Germany must rise out

of the elements existing in the distinctive character of old Ger-

many, and according to the type which always prevails in

forma ive principles ; so that the spirit of the parent might be

visible in the offspring, and that Germany might not be a new-

nation, the bastard of neighbouring states.

Th< y therefore concluded that the problem to be resolved

was to free the original form of all the corruptions it had im-

bibed, and to renounce all that vanity had constructed, with-

out regard either to history or the nature of things. They w ished

that the traces left by the spirit and institutions of our ances-

tors should be carefully followed, departing from them only so

far as the changes in relations rendered indispensable, and

that a new Germany might thus be created out of the ruins of

the old.

The other party, however, considered things in a different

point of view. Why, said they, should Ave go back to old

Germany and the fragments of an organisation, which might

have been good when it was created, but which has now va-

nished for ever? Why should we venerate the superstition at-

tached to old heroes and saints? The old churches are destroyed,

and a new faith is established. The institutions of former times

might once have been good, but their wrecks are a burden on

society ; we see in past ages only the empire of superstition

and oppressive feudalism ; and though the phantoms of some

great men may float amidst the gloom of the middle age, yet

no sacrifice to the dead can call them from the tomb. The re-

formation and the revolution have thrown a wide abyss be-

tween the past and the present age. These events have ren-

dered Germany a new nation, and a new world has risen from

-the deluge of the middle age. Form decays and perishes, but

life is constantly renewed ; and since ages pass away and re-

lations change, each generation should create what is best

suited to itself. If old Germany be dissolved, things have re-

turned to their origin, where no empire existed, and where

history can teach you but little. But if you wish to benefit by

the instructions of history, let the revolution be your guide.

In the short space of a few years the history of the world has

passed before you ;—you have seen, but not studied it ; it

might have been engraven on your heart and senses, while, to

your imagination th? middle age appears like a blue spot on

the horizon.
--.---^ /^ .. .

-•<.
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This difference of views cannot embarrass him who coolly
and impartially searches the depths of history and his own
existence. If it cannot be denied that every independent na-
tion possesses its own individuality, and all pui f d indivi-

duality must be in harmony with what history has produced
generally, it will not therefore despise historj-, nor will it act
blindly from its own views.

On the other hand the historical party will not exclude from
the past, either the reformation or the revolution ; fo-- they ac-
knowledije that every particular history is impressed with the
character of general history, as the English revolution may be
traced in the French revolution. But these two revolutions

have produced, as an essential institution, a representation of
the coiimions, which Italy claimed in the middle age, and
which Germany wished to obtam under theSuabian Emperors

;

and because she did not obtain it, the empire lost Switzerland,
and was deluged with blood by the league of the cities against
the Sovereigns, and the war of the peasantry. Thus as all

faiths concur in the idea of the Supreme Being, so all the divi-

sions of the liberal party agree in the idea of the countiy, and
they remained united as long as the enthusiasm excited by the
war of emancipation lasted.

But enthusiasm acts only momentarily in history ; it is led

on by passion and interest, which separate by an ever-widening
breach what at first seemed only a slight difference of opinion.

The historical principle is a generality comprehending the

most diversified things. Good feeling selects only good from
the past, but self-interest seeks its own advantage. The tbrmer
goes back to the remotest ages celebrated for good institutions,

but the latter does not go so far in quest of roots on which to

ingraft its selfishness. There were in Prussia, at the period

preceding I80l), some who joined the friends of the good old

times ; they included two classes of individuals, namely, the

Imaginative and the pedantic, who in Germany are connected

even with the best of things : the former dream of the middle
ages, after the style of the tales of chivalry ; the latter utter

words void of sense, and pore over Haller's book, which, with
many good things, contains many of the errors of these two
classes.

To this theoretical trifling were joined practical interests still

more offensive. Among the institutions which had descended
to us from the middle age, the institution of nobility possessed

the most direct importance. The Congress had declared the

Standesharren (Members of the States) to be the most privi-

leged class ; but as the territorial sovereigns would make ' no
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sacrifice, and as every party sought only their own interests,

the latter claimed what they termed their old rights, and inter-

preted the 13th article of the Congress in the way most favor-

able to themselves.

But when the fulfilment of the article came under considera-

tion, and the claims of the nobility could only be satisfied at

the expense of the commons, the latter pvotesled against them,

and then the old times began to excite suspicion. Scon a long

train of claims and privileges were set forth, and the princes

being tardy in the fulfilment of the-r promises, the blame,

though in some degree unjustly, was thrown on the nobility.

Thus animosity increased ; a great portion of the aversion me-
rited by the present, was fixed on the past ; and history was
regarded as an arsenal, in which all folly, tyranny, and despo-
tism, could find arms.

Whilst Germany was thus preparing new misfortunes for

herself, France had speedily restored the stage v*hich had fallen

with Napoleon ; but instead of the grand tragedies of the Ro-
man Empire, civil dramas and Ilenriades were represented,

tinctured with the necessary dose of liberalism. The ultras and
liberals contended v/armly, and separated into subdivisions,

vviiich, in case of necessity, could be combined by an adroit

JGanceuvre ; and thus besieged the ministers in the entrenchments

6f power. This diverted the attention of the Germans, who
perceived that the nliras were merely the men of the middle
iages, who, in tlie north, preach up punishment, servitude, and
secret measures. As to the liberals, they appeared to be con-

tending in the same cause as themselves. They soon resumed
their relish for French wine, at first sipping it sparingly, and
apparently for the sake of ibrgetting domestic discord ; then

fey degrees, yielding to intoxication, they became turbulent,

atid took part in the combat, at first by encouraging the favo-

rite party, and next by contending one with another in their

cause. Though the emancipation of Germany is in some mea-
sare connected with the French liberals, and though the Ger-
mans owe their tranquillity to the existence of the ultras, yet

thiey took part against the latter, and ardently wished for their

total annihilation.

The French resolved not to neglect this favorable disposition

in the Germans, and tribunes were opened in the TiiMes, and
cten in the German papers, from whence the fox preached to

the poor geese, assriring them of his gratitude, and promising
to fid^ocate their interests whenever his own affairs should be
^t^led.
* "jSsc c(>Uttsx)f^TcsfemOermaisy vsx^ belter pleased with tbis
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French liberality, which reconciled itself to Napoleon, than
with that at tirst preached in Germany, which contended for

the union of the country ; and they willingly admitted, under
the French stamp, that liberalism which, as national produce,
was declared contraband. It was ushered into the country
with the sovnd of fiutcs and tabors. No sooner was the weif-

kuoun voice heard among the mountains and valleys of the Rhe-
nish Contederation, than those who had fled for shelter when the

tempest of the Lord burst on the age, rushed from iheir holes
and joyfully followed it. The liberals of this species, who
profess liberality as a sort of fashion, who ser\ e both God and
BeUal, saw the opportunity and embraced it. Odiers, who had
preserved the ideas of their youth throughout the Napoleon
era, were somewhat disconcerted by the new- epoch, aiid im-
mediately rt-sumed their old conlidence. Besides, all thinkinw-

men, together with the mass of the people in several countiies,

were no way inclined to change the good institutions they had
.gained by the revolution, fcr those w hich were attempted to be
imposed on them.
Thus it happened that the second division of the liberal party

gained ground in proportion as the historical party was reduced
to silence by the follies and pretensions in which it was involv-

ed. Many men, attached to practical things, joined the party
because they despaired of seeing any good arise out of the

chaos of old Germany. Paris is thus once more about to be-
come the capital of the liberal word, as it was the capital of
servility : it has become die school of the liberals ; and evea
the reformers of Smithfield tiim their eyes towards Paris, which
will also furnish Germanic institutions moulded according to

French sentiment and character.

We must also haye courts and chambers of peers, like a
fortified camp in the enemy's territory. We also must endure
those chambers of commons supported merely by the parties of
the capital and the journals, which represent liberty amicfcst

general des]>otism ; which, wavering betT*'een sedition and sla-

very, eternally play the tedious farce of restraining the power
of ministers, who balance tJiemselves with all the art of rope-
dancers.

There is reason to hope that in France good institutions will

also be consolidated in time
;
pow erfiil elements of public opi-

nion ha\'e been develo}>ed in that country. A school has been
established, in which learned and experienced statesmen are

formed, whilst oms has produced only a few writers "with-

out talent or energy. However it has hitherto effected but little

for the happiness of the people, whilst ours contains seeds
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which may prove far more fruitful, if, without absurdly de-

spising what is foreign, we take care to foster what is native.

This diversity of views, joined to the discontent and irrita-

tion of the age, the clashing of interests and universal distrust,

has produced the terrible perplexity of ideas which marks the

present period ; in which, as at the building of the Tower of
Babel, the workman who is asked for mortar brings stones,

and wood instead of tiles, and amidst the general confusion of
languages, only the word sack remained common to all.

Davoust replied to tome deputies :
—" You have no Ger-

many; I know only of Prussia, Bavaria, Hanover, &c.;" and
even now the idea of the unity of the country is regarded as
absurd or treasonable. The doctrine ol' the day is, that the

German belongs to all the States. The drudge of every one,

he dares not cherish the recollection of his countiy ; he is al-

lowed to adopt the most frivolous foreign fashions ; but when
he wishes to resume his old national costume, he is reproached
with absurd nationality. When artists exhibit the productions

of the German school, they are insulted as revolutionists ; and
the court to which they present the collections, rejects them in

the face of their own and foreign comitries.

The cross raised in the field of Leipsick has been torn do^Ti,

and this action has found apologists. At every boundary anew
patriotism commences, which will be guarded by revenue offi-

cers against the invasion of general patriotism. Napoleon has

been chained to a rock, lest the blind Samson should escape, and,

seizing the pillars of the fragile European edifice, bury beneath

the ruins, the Caphthorim and the Philistine, together with him-
self:—but we still preseiTC liis institutions and venerate his

ideas. France cultivates the freedom which we gave her,

while, on the other hand, we have brought her old slavery on
ourselves.

All that transpired in what is termed the reign of enthusiasm,

must be regarded like those youthful errors which we blush to

recollect. As to those who would still live according to those

ideas, and who cannot mould themselves to the change of

things, they are chained up like madmen, until it be ascertained

whether they can acquire that pliability which enables others

to wear a serene countenance when surrounded by shame.
These still stand at the head of affairs, and, after having served

the enemy, have the insolence to excuse themselves by alluding

to the grand era.

By so complete and speedy a transformation, the whole sys-

tem of popular ideas in Germany has been overthrown. To
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the one every thing historical appears superstitious, td the othesi

all defence of riohts is criminal ; opinions grow up and clash

togetlier, no principle remains established ; nothing cormecU*

what was valued yesterday with what will be valued to-mor-

row ; memory becoming daily shorter, buries the past in obli-

vion. According to some, all the German States possess well-

disposed piiiices ; but a perfidious race of nobility stand be-

tween thein and the peo})le, who think only of establishing thei

old feudal rights. According to others, there has risen up a
species of Jacobins, who are secretly preparing a revolution,

and, after annihilating all nobility, will proclaim the indivisible

republic. The different classes of the same body do not agree

;

they are ranged against each other like enemies ready to en-

gage. Each constructs a world and a constitution after his own
way ; but no central axis unites the various pretensions. No
one wili consent to a sacritice ; and as all social organisation i si

founded on giving for receiving, and receiving for giving, non6
can be established here because all are ready to receive, b; tno
one to give. Amidst the general confusion the govesi. ..ent*

know not how to proceed ; their terrestrial compass liiislead^

them, policy is their rule, and tradition abandons them. The
age regards their organisation as pedantic ; and to them all

power, all free-will is Jacobhiism.
This discord has particularly exercised its influence on the

minds of youlh. If a new spirit is to spring from the destruc-

tion of the past, to give new form and organisation to the world,

it must necessarily arise in the new generation. The new gene-

ration will enter into history with ardor and courage ; \sithoui

despising the experience of the past, they mtiy renounce the

errors and follies of the age which preceded them, and it i*

above all by actively participating in public affairs, that they

must prepare for the work they are destined to terminate.

The r siiig generation have honorably discharged this dutr
when l.oeity was to be defended by the sword. On their re-

turn from the field of battle, their minds have been strength-

ened and developed in the Universities, and it is only by guid-

ing this natural developement that the mature race can prove
its wisdom. If you have conjured up good spirits, what hav«
you to fear ? If you have called up bad ones, you need pay for

your fault only by your terrors ; for if you are pure, not eve»
Satan himself can harm you.

Instead of exhibiting to the students the appearance of trafi-

qnil confidence, the governments betrayed their alaira, and
UiTis a multitude of evils ensued. When the anniversary of the

Reforroation was celebrated, the reforming spirit, irritated that
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the lefoniatlon of the Church should be approved, v. hile that

of the State was denied, transported itseit to the Wariburgb,
where bojv.e hundreds of young- men had assembled to cele-

brate the fesiival. It is well known that in the evening, after

the exauiple of the reibruier, they burnt the emblems of the old.

slavery, together with a number of books, the majority of
which had long been condemned.

This might have excited salutary refiection, since similar

relations had, after a lapse of three centuries, produced the

same result. The errors then committed by the Church might
have furnished a useful lesson; but to act blindly and furiously

against the symptoms of the hidden disease, could be of no
avail. Instead of tranquilly viewing the thing as it ought to

have been viewed, the governments, led away by the lirst im-
pression, commenced enquiries and dispatched embassies,
thus giving the ^oung men a vast idea of theij- importance, and
betraying the secret of their own weakness.
The students observing the state into which division had

thiown the country, resolved at least to banish tliis division

from the Universities, and to substitute a Burschensghaft
or general society of youth, for the Landsmannschaften or

societies according to the local origin of their members. If the

governments wished to interfere in this, they might, through
men possessing the confidence of the students, have contrived
that the local societies should be received into the general so-

ciety, so that the latter misiht acquire strength by the alliance,

and the parties, in their turn, obtain tranquillity. But the govern-
ments w eve startled at any thing resembling the unitj^ of the coun-
try. The moral dignity' and tranquillity of the general society

was more dreaded than the opposite spirit which pervaded the

local societies, and consequently the latter were favored. The
Universities then became the theatre of confusion. The stu-

dents who defended the principle of unity, irritated by the per-

secution and hostility they experienced, and the distrust that

watched all their movements, thought themselves called to

establish a better order of things, and they acquired that spi-

rit, which, showing itself in public events, alarmed the govem-
ment beyond bounds.
The diversity of opinions among the liberals was equally

diffused among the students, who speedily joined a party. To
youth history has but a short existence, and their own com-
mences only with their life. That sentiment wliich sees the

fiitaire in the past, is not yet developed in them. Conscious of

powers so free and active, youth is not inclined to consider the

past attentively ; thus following the impulse of nature, they
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join the party which wishes to reform the world with its own
hand, and which, Hke the industrious spider, is at once the

spinning- machine and the spinner. But the yonth of Germany
also v>ished to represent the Germanic character, and the cho-
sen instrument for regaining- all that was good in past ages.

Belonging, in this point of view to the historical party, it was
in contradiction with itself, a contradiction which it hoped to

avoid by going a step beyond the Church reformation, for they
wont back to that period in the history of Germany, which, ia

the existence of a nation, may be termed its infancy.

They adopted the opinion that liistory merits our veneration,

but it was preceded by a state of nature which also belongs to

history; now wh^n all the bonds of society are broken, when
the families of the old dynasties are decayed, such a state of
things has returned externally, and the establishment of a new
organisation, founded on a new nature, becomes the subject
of consideration. On the same principle the social compact
returns under Germanic fonns. As formerly our j'oung people
meditated the philosophic construction of the universe, they
now devote all their powers of construction to social relations,

and after going through the various dimensions of the constitu-

tion, ideas naturally terminate in a republican constitution.

Events tended to excite zeal and passion. Madame Krude-
ner, who, though eccentric, is siucerc and benevolent, was
calumniated by the priests, pursued by the police, and sent

back to Russia, because she had prayed with tiie people, fore-

told the day of judgment, and fed the hungry. The Emperor
Alexander sent Kotzebue to Germany, and certainly he who
had commenced his life with a capital of infamy which few ac-
quire, even at an advanced a?;o, he who had become the idol

of the dregs of the people, ai\d the horror of all worthy men,
was the liuest person for such an appointment. Yv hilst cen-
sors and tribunals stifled all that could be uttered for the wel-
fare of Germany, he insulted with impunity all that the people
held dear. Thy Emperor, probably sent him with innocent
motives, to observe the state of public feeling in Germany

;

but he made the most unfortunate choice, and suspicion ex-
tended from the man to the object of his mission.

This distrust was coniiTmed When Kotzebue, abusing his

couiraission, basely caiumniated tliS most respectable men, and
iiicredible as it may appear, punishment did not visit tlie ca-
lumniator but the calumniated, because they brought the work
of darkness to lighi. Pul/lic irritution was increased on the

appcaranco of Stourdza's v, ork, which spoke of Germany and
its institutions, in a way which no people could endure from a
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foreigner. The evident influence of this publication over men
in power, the indignation experienced on seeing Russia so

shamefully abuse our weakness, by attacking our sentiments

and internal existence, necessarily made a powerful mipres-

sion on the youth of Germany. Among the many young men
whose thoughts were directed towards public affairs, it was
natural to expect that one spark of the tire which had been so

imprudently kindled, should fall into the region of the gloomy
powers which the human breast encloses. Sandt was the first

who broke the dyke : and he who had long sought to under-

mine it, was the first \ictim. The young man took upon him-
;;elf at once to justify the act and to execute it. He gave his

own blood in expiation to the enraged Nemesis, according to

the old maxim that blood will have blood.

This event came like a thunderbolt on the people. Since the

awakening of the nation, nothing had excited such a sensation.

What had been unintelhgible was now defined ; a sanguinary

event once more became the rallying point of thought. Public
opinion condemned the action, while it approved the motives.

That sentiment which tells us that eternal justice watches over
human affairs, was revived ; a brilliant light was throwTi over

the situation of the country ; an increased participation in po-

litical events took place : such were the results of the general

agitation caused by this event. Public opinion suddenly broke
from its apprenticeship, emd a serious feeling pervaded the age
which had hitherto sported with events.

To this blow, which profoundly agitated the public mind,
.succeeded another, which was the more terrible in immediately

following the first. A young man of mild but irritable and re-

served character, who viewed with horror the Machiavelian
system that oppressed his country, resolved by an act of vio-

lence to break her chains. Regarding President Ibel as the

author of that system, he chose him for his victim. But to

assume tyrannic power in a country which has legal means of
resistance, is not a crime that merits death. A people cannot
have liberty until they deserve it. This was the second error

of this young man besides that which was common to Sandt,
and he paid for them with his Ufe. The angel of death has
however appeared to the intended victim, has looked grimly
at him, and it is be hoped that the look will not be misunder-
•stood.

Thus then that destiny which has so long permitted these

men to play their parts on the stage of life, has appeared imder
such an awful aspect among them, that their feeble minds are
.seized with terror, and they shudder before the mysterious
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power. Dreadfully decisive is indeed the moment when the

tirst blood is shed in civil disorders. It gives birth to a future
big \vith events. At the same time it is a mark of the favor
of heaven to Germany that this act was not the offspring of
mere naked crime. It was committed by hands otherwise pure,
and dictated by an error of the heart. The choice between
light and darkness is still open to us.

Few who have spoken or written on this event have been
struck with these reflections. Every one will agree with Pro-
fessor Staflhns, that the violence was not a Christian act; but
God sometimes awakens a heathen virtue to punish the Chris-
tian hypocrisy of those, who with levity approve of mijust
wars, in which hundreds of thousands perish, and never think
of the Gospel until the flames which they viewed with satisfac-

tion at a distance, at last set fire to their own dwelling.
The perpetrator has been reproached with a criminal pride

for jmtting himself m the place of tlie justice of heaven. This
view is just with respect to one who would imitate the deed,;

but may not be Christian when applied to him who committed
it. What woidd be said were he to defend himself in these
terms :

—

*' You speak of pride, take care that you are not yourself
full of Christian pride, since you say, * O God, I thank you
that I am not like him !' Do you think I decided lightly on this

action? The passions endeavoring to break loose, press
around the entrance guarded by religion and morals. When
in evil times, or by a fatal error, the seal is broken and the
gates of the abyss are open, every terror issues forth to seise
upon the mind witli irresistible force. That spirit which the
Roman saw in Asia and at Philippi, has appeared to me, but
did not triumph over me without a long struggle. But who has
opened the gates and unchained the passions ? Who has poi-
soned all the sources of public happiness with hatred and sus-
picion ? When the Romans took Edessa, the soldiers, in quest
of treasure, explored the very foundations of the Temple. They
t(we up the stone which, consecrated by the ancient Magi with
sacred charms, closed the cavern in v/hich, as the legend tells

us, they had sealed up the plague. The dreadful disorder is-

suing through the aperture spread over the whole earth, and
destroyed one- third of the human race.—Who first broke the
power of Christianity by making it cover every base passion ?

Many profess the morality of the Gospel in their words, but
contradict it in their actions. The courts are filled with men
who call for justice, but no judge is to be found. The sword
ha» therefore moved of itself from the wall and struck a guilty
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head. Jndge ^vith mercy, that with mercy you may be judged.

Do what is required by divine and human laws, and the abyss

will close of itself, and I shall be the last victim it will swal-

low up."
Events of so extraordinary a nature must necessarily attract

the most serious attention of govermr.cnts. But placed at the

helm, the pilot ought to be cairn, in order to watch the motion
of tlie ship, and steer clear of qvjlcksauds. If he would over-

come real perils he must not trerabic at imaginary dangers.

The more a government is from its nainre tiie first moving
principle, the less will it be distracted by any vibrations which
may take place ; hoklhig the spring Vvbich acts on all the ele-

ments of society, they can the more easily direct their move-
ments.

There is an indestructible conservative principle in social

institutions. The same instinct by which >hey were formed
maintains them, and no government need resort to unworthy
means of discovering plots ; for if a government be only in a
certain degree meritorious, all good men will be in a secret un-
derstanding with it ; and then no scheme which requires exten-

sive co-operrition can be concealed. Vigilance ought not to

be neglected. It is right to lie in wait for the overt-acts of the

evil-disposed, and io punish them if they caimot be legally

prevented. In this respect the conduct of the English govern-
ment is exemplary. The German goveraments scarcely know
first principles ; of this ignorance the late events in Prussia
afford fresh proofs.

Within these few years it appears that tlie malady of seeicg

hobgoblins has, through some effect of the climate, ox a men-
tal iiiffuenza, become endcmical in Berhn. The goverament,
long disquieted by these visionaries, paid little attention to

them Eifter the Wartburgh affair, but, confounded by more re-

cent events, in order to obtain information, appointed a coii!'

mission with unlimited powers. This commission, instead of
proceeding by analysis, instead of patiently collectiag fads,

and ascending if possible by induction to the first cause of th«

evil, naturally preferred the synthetic method to a process so
tedious. Eveiy thing netcssaiy to be investigated was hold to

be an incontrovertible fact, or an axiom of common sense ; and
then the commission, with a sallo murtale, dashed headlong
into real inquisitorial researches.

Immediately was proclaimed to astonished Europe, the ex-
istence of a great treasonable conspiracy, said to be the centre

of all the commotions of the age, as radii of which, two assassi-

nations had already appeared. Police oJQScerS were dispatched
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over all Germany to obtain proofs of what had previously beeu
laid do\vn as a certainty. But experience proved refractory,

and all that has hitherto been made known is far f-O'ii being
sufficient to fill up the yawning^ ^ulf that remains to be closed.

The discovery of a constitution discussed by some students^

in doing which there could be no crime if they did not attempt
to establish it by violence;—a collection of Jacobinical sen-
tences and metaphors, for which Gbtha and Novalis are
chiefly answerable, and which might be increased twenty-fold
by extracts from the tragic poets of any coimtry ;—the dis-

covery i)f some daggers, one of which, belonging to the time of
the Germanic costume, bore the inscription, Zierde des Burgers
<tlie Citizens' ornament) ;—tlie seizure of some fragments of a
correspondence of overheated young men, obtained by violating

the secresy of the post-office :—such is nearly the whole result

of the measures of violence which have been resorted to. Inr
capable of comprehending how actions of the kind which the
young men had committed, could spring from uncommunicated
resolutions, the goveraments regarded them as originating in
jsecret societies.

To discover the heads of these associations^ measures were
taken injurious to men respected by the whole nation. Com-
missioners were sent to examine their papers, who, after tram-
pling on all legal forms, violated domestic security, seized even
the most private family documents; so that the cutting up of the
Jiving body was all that remained to be done to reach the mind
in its last recesses. Youth, in whose veins the blood riots^ were
regarded as cold-blooded criminals. Nothing being found, it

was said by way of apology, that it was not meant persons
should be considered suspected because suspected things were
sought for in theii* houses.

The Spanish Inquisition has often been blamed for never in-

fonning their victims of the charge against them. How then
should that proceeding be characterized, which sets out with
the hypothesis of a crime, and atterwards seeks for the criminal,
capriciously accusing every man of honor of having com-
mitted it ;—a proceeding, according to which the Prince, judg-
ing from what he proclaimed and promised in 1813 and 1814,
might be condemned as the chief demagogue of his country?
But perhaps all good men in Prussia Mill yet unite to deliver
a Government, whose intentions deserve a better fate, from this
delusion^ and to employ every legal means of counteracting the
fanaticism of those alarmists who assert that there are live de-
grees in the conspiracy; namely, the Tournament-men, the
Btudents, the Dagger-bearers, the Leaders, and the Unknown,
VOL. XV. Pam. NO, XXX. 2 >J
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They are themselves the unknown whom they seek, and they

resemble the man who set lire to his house to destroy the mice

;

lor their distrust does not cease when nothing is discovered;

they only believe that the real criminal has escaped. What,
however, has most of all surprised the attentive part of Germany
in this affair, is the recollection, that when Reform is in question,

years pass away without any common co-operation being ob-

tained ; whereas it required only a few days to organise, from

Holstein to Friburgh, a general himt after conspirators.

These proceedings could not fail to have an unfavorable in-

fluence on the people ; and the ministerial conferences at Carls-

bad ought to have discovered some means of extricating the

country from its embaiTassing situation. Circumstances now
imperiously required that diplomatists, who hitherto had acted

only negatively, should adopt positive measures, for which,

however, no one was prepared. Austria appeared to promote
with particular zeal this assembly. She believed her tranquil-

lity secured when she withdrew from the unsettled empire ; but

a union become historic, cannot be so advantageously aban-

doned as to leave no result but gain. The cabinet of Vienna
having lost all popularity by a fruitless experiment, began now'

to feel real disquietude. History constantly sits in judgment.

Now tliat the French are punished for their political errors, she

seeks out other iniquities, wliich are in their tuin expiated with

trouble and anguish.

As the whole of tlic existing system was founded on the be-

lief that nothing would happen, the embaiTassment was great

when not only soraelhing did occur, but it was evident some-
thing more was still to be expected. A machine had been in-

vented to extinguish hope, merely by its immobility. It had
long answered the purpose ; but now, when most needed, fear

seized the workmen, and it became quite unserviceable. Mea-
siucs were taken to prevent the termination of the confusioi\

^vhich prevailed. Ever}' reasonable proposition was done away
by an uiu-easouable one, every force destroyed by a counter-

vailing inertness, and every movement stopped by its antago-

nist. Thus all efforts could not but be lost in useless delibe-

rations. Were it wished, with an apparent attachment to the

historical party, to explain the 13th article of the federal act

by the restoration of the old corporation States, a contradiction

must take place with what has already been done with respect

to constitutions. Ought it to be proposed to form an executive

force for the Diet ? But the heart of the nation is now turned

from that institution, which has long Ijeen considered only pro-

visional. For the phantom of an Emperor without a Repre-
sentative Chajnber, no one breathe:^ a wish.
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What can the diplomatic art effect aa^ainst the power of na-
ture ? A courser striking; the ground with liis hoof may make a
spring rise up ; and when it turns to a river, no human force can
stop the current. The Chambers will establish their right of
deliberating on the resolutions of the Diet ; by their united ef-

forts they will constitute the second chamber of the empire

;

and when once they act in concert, they will feel the necessity
of fortifying the general executive power, along with the ge-
neral parliament of Germany. This is the natural course of
things, and the course of history. The nation is bent on unity

;

and its Avill is like the growth of the trees, and the blowing of
the wind, to which no human effort can oppose a barrier.

The diplomatic art, therefore, can in no w ay promote the
welfare of Germany. The lightning of heaven has struck the
German oak ; its crown has lost its verdure, but its trunk is

still vigorous, and will send forth new branches. The history
of Germany for the last three centuries, presents nothing but
sterility and languor ; a spirit of destruction prevails in the
edifice of the State ; the pillars crack, and the ivy that covers
the stones scarcely serves to hold them together. But the
mass is still secretly connected with the rock in which it is cut

;

and, being united with it in that common life of nature which
nothing can destroy, retains its primitive vigor after the lapse
of a thousand years, and is capable of receiving new forms.

Formerly, when States attained this point of decay. Provi-
dence applied the remedy of emigration; multitudes of bar-
barians overran the wasted nation ; suspended life was refreshed
with new blood, and the withered branches re-florished. This
remedy has ceased to exist, since civilisation has destroyed the
ancient forests, and the plough has spread cultivation over the
land. But when a State decays, the public opinion which had
animated it becomes more and more distinct from the matter

;

it then becomes destructive instead of preservative, and in its

efforts to construct a new abode, dissolves the bonds of the old
organisation, to make room for the new^ one.

In the intermediate age between an old and a new order,
ideas dart through society w ith the rapidity of lightning. It is

hard to say whether thought be diffused by respiration, by
language, or by some secret sympathy. All men adopt one
opinion, and the flame spreads in proportion as efforts are
made to extinguish it. No madness can be more unpardonable
than the wish to impede this great work of creation, and to
wage war against pubUc opinion ; a war which was never yet
successful. The work must be left to perfect itself. Then the
re-organisationand renewal of ideas will be effected by a slow
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metamorjihosis. But when opinion is rashly impeded or turned

from its object, the terrible war of the passions breaks out^

every thins tends to a total overthrow, and on all sides re-

sounds the crj- of,—May the sword of public opinion fall on the

heads of those who would resist it

!

Two ways are open for passincr the point to which the pro-

gTess of the age has brought us. We may either sutler ideas to

take root among us, or we may allow ourselves to be overcome

by them, at the risk of every thing. It cannot be denied that

tlie progress of things inclines us to the latter course. The
w izzard cauldron, in which violence would re-cook society, is at

work, with the infusion of every kind of venom ; and it appears

that the tire on w hich it seethes, will be industriously kept up,

until the midnight hour of Revolution strike.

The present age exhibits all those various causes, one of

which would formerly have been deemed sufficient to have pro-

duced revolutions : excessive taxation, the arbitrary alteration

of the law, the violation of liberty, and the abuse of standiii^

armies ; such have been the means employed to bring about the

present singidar unanimity of discontent. Public order no

longer rests on that instinctive obedience which is too tirmly

rooted in the human heart. This last A^reck of the safety of

governments must also be committed to the w aves ; for conti-

nual complaints, that never obtain justice, have paved the Avay

for illegal conduct, and disposed the people to execute justice

by their ovnti hands.

The idea of the possibility of a revolution now pervades afl

minds ; and in the one party it excites a mortal terror, whilst

the other treats it vNith culpable levity. A revolution is a ca-

tastrophe of such terrible importance in history, that none but

senseless or desperate men can wish for it. A total overthrow

of social order can only be the result of tlie pas.sions: and as in

fits of fever nature employs delirium, lest the vital powers

should be weakened by useless fatigue, so a nation, in such

piuoxysms, must be seized with madness, should the disease

come to a stiong crisis. Thus ai the commencement the thing

appears easy; an unusual sentiment of life, and anewly-created

entlmsiasm, appear to promise the most favorable results. The
greatest number of well-disposed men are to be found in the

party that tirst rises up. But the axis which connected all the

elements of the social union being broken, the dominion of the

party attached to order cannot long prevail, and as intellectual

power loses its influence, annual power gains ground, and seizes

the reins of affairs. Thus each party exceeds that which pre-

ceded it in every species of extravagance. As was the case in.
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England, the Protesters and Resolvcrs will be succeeded by
{he Millenians, who acknovvled^e no government; next wiil

come the Levellers, who require equal division of property

;

and finally the Antinomians, who regard all ethical duties as

tyrannical. Thus in France, the Girondists were succeeded

by the Jacoliins, and in the Low Countries the Iconoclastes

followed the Geuses.' This progression continues through

every degree of human turpitude, until all that once existed be
overthrown ; all that was lofty, levelled ; and all property trans-

ferred to new possessors.

When the nation is thus exhausted by anarchical phrenzy, a
return takes place, by inevitable re-action, to individual autho-

rity. This power gradually advances to the most revolting

despotism, commits a succession of crimes of an opposite

nature to those of the preceding period, and finally, whr ) the

whole circle is run through, an internal or external catastrophe

brings the two extremes to a jusi medium. Such has beeu the

progress of the revolutions of England, of France, and of every
other revolution. A German revolution will not be an excep-
tion, for the war of the peasantry has already proved that if our
blood be less lively, it is not the less easy to urge the people to

any extremity. In Germany a new idea is added to those
which eflfected the change in France ;— the idea of unity, which
will render the ferment stronger than ever it has been elsewhere.

A German revolution must terminate with the expulsion of all

the reigning families, the overthrow of all ecclesiastical esta-

blishments, the extirpation of the nobles, and the introduction

ofa republican constitution. And when Germany shall find

another and more fortunate Wallenstein, as every revolutionized

nation necessarily becomes a conquering nation, she will

advance from her boundaries, and overthrow, even to the con-
fines of Asia, the fragile system of the European state edifice.

But she must purchase this revolution with the blood of milhon.s

of her people, the destruction ofonehalfof the rising generation;

and in the end, she will gain nothing but what she might have
obtained by a far cheaper sacrifice.

Such a prospect can offer no attractions to the governments,
or to the people, or even to the foreigner who might hope to profit

by our disasters. All parties, therefore, should agree to pursue
the tranquil course. While reason exerts her sway, refonii

may be efiected Avithout shock or tumult ; but when we once

• Geu$ is a Flemish term of reproach, applied by the Roman Catholics ia'

the Netherlands to Protestants. It is derived from the French Gueiue,
' Beggar.' Tsanslator.
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reach the brink of the abyss, exhortation and counsel are as

vain as to attempt by words to arrest the ravages of an earthr

quake or a storm. The more the approaching tempest lowers,

the greater the vertigo of governments, the more it behoves
parties to agree, at least on this point, that by united efforts the

uncertain and violent movement may be rendered gentle and
regular, and that the inundation may be prevented by guarding
against the breaking of the dykes.
Now of the parties in opposition, the one looks to historical

consolidation, the other to spontaneous creations, for supplying
deficiencies; a commencement must take place with the re-

moval of this dispute ; and as to the views of these parties, it

may be observed, that the different ages of natural existence in

succession, are as necessarily and inseparably the property of

the people, as the different contemporaneous institutions and
personalities, since these form the immanent state, and those

the permanent : and as with regard to the latter, rights and
duties are reciprocal, so in respect to the former, any rights an
after-age may inherit are accompanied by previous established

duties. Besides, if each age should happen to have tlie same
proportion of formative powers to bestow, since an early age
can only transfer to a later what itself possesses, the formations

must be considered with regard to the powers employed ; and
if the latter times claim more enlarged and practical principles,

the more early may be allowed the preference in every thing

connected with the lofty and the ideal.

If all things are to be judged of by their results, history suffi-

ciently proves the blessings diffused by the middle age, particu-

larly in Germany. Out of the onyx rock on which the Church
was founded, and roimd its cathedral—the Gothic, Byzantine,

Imperial fortress, another Mons Salutis, Avas cut and built. Our
institutions were so judiciously regulated, that they all united

harmoniously in one powerful and florishing state-body. A
legislation was established similar to which no other nation had
formed an idea. Gennany was distinguished for genius and
morality, and had attained a degree of advancement in arts and
literature, exceeded by no previous age. Finally, throughout
her whole conduct and existence, she exliibited an animation
and activity, ofwhich we can scarcely form a notion. All tliis

is shown by history, and tlie A\Tecks of her greatness that still

remain sufficiently attest its tnith.

Our age would be placed in a perplexing situation, should it,

in one of those fits of arrogance with which it is often seized,

attempt to inquire into the foundation of this past existence.

Should Fame say :—Show what you have accomplished : tell
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what you have speculated, and what you have effected, that I

may know what honor is due to you, and grant you the merited
prize :—Should the age then expose its poverty, and display the
theatrical wardrobe of its virtues to the sharp and penetrating
eye of the judge, she would doubtless pronounce the following
sentence

:

" You have eloquently boasted of your achievements and
glory ; but I have examined your merit, and find that all is

lounded on vanity and nothingness. In no respect do you pos-
sess a truly creative power; the source of every formative im-
pulse is obstructed : you have forsworn tliat inw ard tranquillity

which tends to preservation. Your whole existence is confu-
sion, and your strength consists only in subversion.

" I built a Church for you, w hose foundation was washed by
the waters of the earth, while its spires reached the clouds. But
you have thrown a fire-brand into it, under pretence ofdivesting
it of all that was earthly and combustible, and now only the

naked walls and pillars remain.
" Germany I encircled with a mural crown like a strong coat

of mail. But you have burst open the gates, tlie towers and
walls are levelled w ith the dust ; so that the empire has become
an open village, guarded only by Custom-houses. The em-
broidered imperial mantle, which covered all, has been torn by
the feudal tenants, who, decked out in the shreds, resemble
Negro Princes strutting about in the foreign dresses for which
they barter the liberties of their subjects.
" With the savings ofages I endowed both Church and State,

so tliat they might become an organ and an earthly inheritance.

I raised to independence the military, the lower classes, and
even the trade corporations ; but all has been destroyed in a few
years. All the ideas of your real basis being dissipated, now,
spectre-like, wander as orphan-shadows in society, driven here
and there by the w ind of opinion. And with all this, there is

not, throughout the whole extent of the empire, a single inonur
ment of your founding, that will go down to posterity.

" Your rash spirit of inquisitiveness has carried you into the

empire of Faith ; and by measuring heavenly things by a
human standard, you have confounded them with what is

earthly. The pure, unvariegated ray of truth has been obscu-
red by many colors, and what w as in its nature imited, has
been split into irreconcileable parts.

"By the allurements of the senses, you have perverted all

philosophy, so that forgetting its heavenly origin, even philo-

sophy has occasionally sent unsubstantial schemes into the

world of fancy—like Gnomes, Salamanders, Sylphs, and other

imaguiary beings which have mortal lives without immortal
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souls; and even your intellectual occupations have become
merely a coarse sensual enjoyment,

" The arts have been turned aside from their sacred desti-

nation ; ^\ ithout system, depth, or meaning, are become the

children of this world, devoid of reflection, and suited to

empty frivolous impulses ; and the intricate extravagances

into \\hich tucy plunge,- arc, like those in music, merely the

resoundings of folly.
*' Your diplomacy is the doctrine and practice of absolute

nothingness, joined to the readiness of perverting historical

events
;
your art of government is merely vain bookish learn-

ing, which, entirely foreign to nature, exists merely in artificial

abstracrious
;
pursuing the phantoms of empty theories, and

only occasionally quitting the world of imagination, to grasp
at any thing solid.

" Your policy has hitherto consisted merely in destroying.

The JiTeat discoveries you boast of having made in the affairs

of life, appear to me no great matter. Your hberty and equa-
lity is nothing but the elective affinities of the elements of
society, with wliich all constitutions have had their commence-
ment. The anxious separation of powers ;—the formation of
two chambers, in w'hich national freedom is to tiike up its

abode ;—all these things seem to me a small indemnification

for the evils preparing lor yon. I regard your liberty as an
emancipated slave, who still feels the w ounds of his chains,

—

your power as a weak and feeble despotism wavering between
arbitrary caprice and liberality. The history of your public

life is only a disgusting struggle between timid self-will and
frightful licentiousness, a fermenting movement without result,

a dishonorable system of concealment and deception, a dis-

position to contention without struggle or dignity. All your
cond :ct is built od phrases; a silent concurrence in reciprocal

falsehood and deceit, which descends to the lowest atlairs of
life, is praised as worldly prudence. In corrupting and level-

ing, however, no other age can with you dispute the palm."

Thu^ might the reprover easily arraign and put to shame
that conceit, w hich the age in its folly refuses to recognise,

and its presumption would be justly punished. What indig-

nation has here with so much sincerity expressed, ought not
however to be left without reply ; and with a well-understood

tcif-knowledge, and a satisfactory view of the world, it might
not be difficult for the harshly-accused to offer a defence of

ibis sort

:

** It is true you built a strong edifice, but even the raoim-

tains which nature has erected on the firm foundations of the
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tarth are thrown down and crumbled into ruins, when the

internal sustaiuiu«; life is departed. Besides you must also

have tbinded your new work on the florishing pcust of an

earlier antiquity. Is it my crime that there is a time for every

thinir on earth, and that States, when they have run through

their phcfnix period must renew their existence amidst de-

vouring flames ? The dome of your church did indeed ascend

to heaven ; the stones of which it was formed were not how-
ever dead masses, but rather free self-existing natures, which
believing resigned their wills to the idea. Can I resist, if thcj

resume their pledged freedom, and the elements hasten to unite

mider new forms ? You consolidated Germany, but gun-

powder has blown up the Cyclopean walls, and the inventioj!

of the monk was only the symbol of that awful intellectual

power which about the same time began to unfold itself.

" Your constitution was founded on the subsisting peaceful

possession : but lo ! the flood of gold from a remote quarter ot

the globe has washed it away. When the life from above is

departed, that which is yet growing green in the organic struc-

ture must, accorfling to the eternal laws of nature, either be

absorbed by death, or thrown off into the mass ; as abandoned
by the in-dwelling spirit, it become^ withered. Thus the idea

of the Emperor was gone before his external representation

had vanished. In the same manner as the Church became
first benumbed in her spiritual organs, so is the whole feudal

system dead in spirit ; for the possessors being gone, the

property has fairly fallen to the survivors. It has been

chiefly taken possession of by the third estate. The spirits

are fled—God has set them free—can I then prevent them
from using their rights, and abandoning the mother's safe and
warm nest to spread themselves abroad? That only faith

walks in pure light, and reason, a fallen angel, wallows in

darkness, is a heresy. All knowledge has become more com-
prehensive, more intelligible. Since the third estate has flo-

fished, it has, according to its custom, aimed chiefly at the

practical, the substantial, and the useful ; and science is made
subservient to wants, the iarts to relaxation. Freedom is a^

yet young, and knows not how to conduct itself; arbitrary

power, grey and feeble with age, knows not how to choose

between the to he and nnl to be.

" This situation of things then exhibits only a quieting and
disputing, a forming and dissolving, a creating and destroying;

the fire must ever be watched to see that the seething goes

quickly on. The attraction and impulse of the internal focu5

beuig relaxed, old chaos has returned to society, and the old
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creator is followed by a destroyer. But life can only come
from death. The formative power of the world, ^hen the

elements were first mixed in the cup of Hermes, and the intlur

ences, heaving, fermentino^, hissing, and thundering, came
together, made at first, before the just proportion of the struc-

ture was discovered, many discordant formations, which the

mountains still enclose. Require not, therefore, of me, that I

should even in a tirst sketch, form a permanent structure
;
you

can only interrogate the future respecting my work.''

If the reproach be calculated to check overweening pride,

this Defence may preserve us from an unnecessary dejection,

and it will then be easy to find the just mean in which the past,

which also had once been present, maintains its rights, and the

present, which in its turn must as a past, fall into the rear of
the coming time. Since Jiistory is composed of ages, he who
denies one, must reject all that has gone before. What dis-

members itself, is at all times injurious. As a general prin-

ciple, whatever operates as it were instinctively, and with an
eScacious effect on the whole, is historical, and as such ought
to be honored and esteemed ; and whoever, guided by a false

theory, excludes it, may be certain that he is proceeding in a^i

erroneous course.

The first relation however in which the opposition of times
and views comes practically forward, and puts forth its inter-

position, is that of the State with the Church. According to

the idea of anticpiity the Church represents, in the great com-
munity of believers, the ideal side, while the European Re-
public in the imperial dignity, and particularly in the State,

represents the real side. But the relation between the two
spheres is such, that the ideal is free in its nature, self-pow-
erful, reposing on itself, self-transparent, and enlightened by
ideas which, like stars in the conflux of their hght, intersect

each other, and are bounded and encircled by that serpent, which
ever retunis on itself. The real, however, though embraced by
the former, as the earth by the celestial sphere, is in its turn
shut up in itself, and moves in an eternal circle, according to

fixed laws of a natural necessity, and in so far as it is subject to

necessity, freedom is removed from the former, and a peculiar
law is obligatory. The one is therefore the symbol of the

other, and the ideal takes precedence of the real as first in

dignity ; but in so far on the side of nature as the idea has
actually embodied itself, it has stepped out of the jurisdiction

of the ideal, and must resign itself to the natural laws of the
real sphere.

. Thus the ethic has the preference over the pathic, and
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docs not acknowledge the jurisdiction of passion, or the

dark side in Man ; and at the same time assumes no direct

rule in the dominion of the passions. All it does is to act

upon them by the laws of beauty, so as to regulate as far as

possible, the eruptions of natural impulses ; the Church is

therefore among the ruling powers, but yet not the exclu-

sively ruling ; on the contrary, the state, governed by many
terrestrial relations, possesses the sole ruling power, which the

Church may sanctify, but cannot usurp.

But when the dark spirit rises from the depth to attack and
obscure the stars of the sky, then the attacked justly vindicate

their dignity, and, hurl the aggressor down again to his abyss.

This happened in the time of Henry the Fourth, when the

eternal order of things was revolted against ; then was sent

that great man, too much cavilled at in modern times, who
powerfully saved the liberty of the Church. But during this

hard contest, the other extreme was produced, and the Church,
abusing her victory, now assumed, in the persons of some of
the following Popes, a worldly power to which she had no
right ; and this deviation from the central path necessarily

produced another reaction which developed itself in the refor-

mation.

A political sect has since arisen, which maintains that the

Church forming part of the state must necessarily be subjected

to it. Such a doctrine, which raises necessity above liberty,

which makes heavenly things subservient to the earthly, from
which Christianity had freed them in her contest with old

heathenism, which enslaves mind in the fetters of matter,

although quite in unison with the spirit of the age, is yet in

itself so humbling and revolting, that this spirit, which has now
reached its extreme, will certainly find here its climax, and
give way to higher and more dignified views. A Church
going to court with the German sovereignties, divided like the

rest of the commonwealth into so many factions, that would
degrade herself by exposing her power over the conscience, to

the jests and frivolities of courtiers
;
giving up her doctrines,

to be blown to and fro by the \^dnd of theories, would soon
become the most contemptible of institutions, and a Diet

would not be able to keep together, even in appearance, hei

frail members.
As liberty formerly protected the ambition of Popes, she

must now stand by the oppressed Church, and defend her

freedom and independence against the state, and assist in

enmncipating spiritual things from the trammels in which they

are kept by a usurped power. Therefore there can be no
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question, for the Catholic Church in particular, respecting a
•subordination, but only as to a co-ordinalion with a temporal
power, and the Church must rise again to that equal balance
of right and privileges, when, in the reciprocal relations of
both, the principle of christian morality, Do mito others, as

you would that others should do unto you, must be obliga-

tory.

But to attain this point, the Church must concentrate herself

more strongly than ever upon her unity, and still tinnty main-
tain the closed phalanx of her hierarchy, by which arbitrary

power has more than once been repulsed. When this is done,
and her moderate endowments secured, then will be the time
to oppose every kind of arbitrary authority, which she might
attempt to display ; for Catholic Germany is as httle inclined
to ecclesiastical as to political despotism.

For the Protestant Church, however, which, without abolishing
itself, caimot take a retrograde course, nothing will remain but
to complete the reformation in discipline, and to carry it so
far that all power will be vested in the community, as Somer
in his work " On the Church in the Present Age," has ably
shown. Her relations are to be established on the prmciple
of generality, as those of the Catholic Church on that of unity.

But the focus ol political power, though also of a collective

nature, by no means corresponds with that of the ecclesias-

tical. All otiicr diverging directions proceeding from precon-
ceived opinions, partial views, or confused notions, being of no
value, and reducing each other by their friction, are not
adopted by history, which only acknowledges what composes
the great stream of existii.g mo\ ement.
These reflections naturally lead us to the second great point

of discussion in the present age, namely, the difficulty of
uniting the interest of the governors and the governed. Antiquity,
guided in all its notions by a just natural instinct, had almost
unconsciously given to society the form of organic life, and,
passing from the particular to the general, stiU reproduced thte

type of individual organisation. But there are tv>o sorts of
life, the automalous and the discretionary . The ibrmer, pos-
sessed of all the faculties of inferior life, contains, its laws
\vithin itself, having its own in-dwelling natural soul, which
sends the necessary instincts to each independent organ,
and has its mdividual and independent ideas, but which are
subject to the general laws of nature as in a dream. The
other, the motions of which are discretionary, is notwithstand-
ing subject to a higher power ; instead of tlie dark instinct, all

its actions are regulated by a free deliberating will; its
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motions have not eternal sameness, they are only mediately
connected with external nature ; they therefore submit to that
superior will, which uniting all parts into a whole, has still

access to each individually. Connected by intermediate
organs, and animating and prescrvhig each oUier, both form
that perfect free-acting whole which is the finest work of
creation.

The fonner, liowever, possesses more of that real essence of
which we have spoken, and is therefore properly the govern-
ing element of the state ; the second approaching more to th»

ideal, appears as the more spiritual element. In the Church
itself^ however, the former bears more the stamp of protestant-

ism, and the latter that of Catholicism ; and in the state, the

one will represent the democratical, the other the monarchical
principle. Democracy will always concentrate in itself; it

tends as much as possible to be its own legislator, and shims
every power wMch attempts as a superior to regulate and
order by general abstraction ; it dissolves and divides until

it comes to the single individual, to the last element of the
community. It therefore considers authority as nothing, and
makes its own conviction the judge of its actions ; the com-
munity has a delegated power. Unity is formed by an unani-
mous plurality, and has otherwise no ideal consistency or
power. But the essence of the monarchical principle is renun-
ciation and self-denial. It arises in a synthetical form by a
succession of abstractions up to the highest power, and then
descending again, considers all that is inferior as flowing from
that first synthesis, the unity, concentrating the whole in itself.

The essential character of monarchy is therefore belief and
obedience, apphed to that single generality which was pro-
duced by the sacrifice of all particulars, as in history all times
are united in general living tradition.

But since every state must in its beginning take root in

nature, we perceive in the constitutions of antiquity, especially
in those of Greece, and, in modem times, in those of the New
World, the element of democracy uppermost. In the same
manner with respect to the Church we find in the former
polytheism, in the latter sectarianism. The Greek constitu-

tions were in all their elements of family, community and state,

purely automatons, and the indispensable monarchical part was
added by an aristrocacy, which was itself only a more limited

democracy.
All ancient democracies were founded for the most part by

an unconscious instinct, which put nations in motion like the

wandering stork; those that were settled built their huts neai*
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the water like the beaver, and sent forth colonies like the bees •

in the interior of these societies every thing w as regulated after

the periods and cycles of nature ; the authorities represented
the descending and ascending energies of nature. Rome
founded in her interior upon the same principle, introduced
externally the system of monarchy into her great empire, but
still restricted by the genius of the ancient w orld ; the pro-
vinces essentially obeyed, and the will of all nations was con-
centrated in that of Rome, in the same manner as the Jupiter
of the capitol reigned over all the deities of the conquered
world.

The Germans issuing from their forests, stormed the bul-
warks of this empire, and gradually ingrafted the spiritual

unity of monarchy upon their natural state. When Charle-
magne had settled the tranquillity of the western world, he
formed the first empire in the spirit of the new christian age.
He, the first Prince " by the grace of God and the choice of
the People," still nobly honored the principle of old German
liberty, allowed it every development, and uniting it with the
christian monarchical principle, formed the first really organic
state, embracing man in all bis physical and mental faculties.

In subsequent times, however, the unity which this sove-
reign, during his long wars, had, perhaps, too strictly main-
tained, became gradually loosened, and the automatons princi-
ple, gaining strength, divided the body of the state into bran-
ches forming a gradually rising series of unities, of which each
inferior appeared the root of a superior. The feudal sys-
tem of the middle age was then established ; the officers of
the crown uniting with the democracy of the landholders, pro-^

duced the seven degrees of aristocracy, of which, the Emperor
as the highest unity, formed the head. Thus all proprietors
giving up their property to the community, in order the better
to secure its use to themselves, by the protection of the whole,
in the same manner as natural liberty is renounced at the
formation of soeieU", they formed that impenetrable mass of
power which condemned all non-proprietors, or all whom they
could conquer by the force of arms, to a mild sort of slavery.
With this mixture of the two principles, Germany passed bril-

liantly through the second period of her middle age, and was
elevated to the head of Christendom. But in the course of
time this system, which had been org-anised by the development,
of democracy, was also to be destroyed by that still spreading
power. After the powerful Suabian Emperors became extinct,

the imperial dignity being elective, and that of the ofiicers of the

crown hereditary, violence and disorder constantly increased.
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The Ecclesiastical and Lay Princes then acquired more and
more streno;th, because they contained most of the principle of
unity. But this accession of power they obtained on the one
hand at the expense of the imperial power, which tliey gradu-

ally undermined ; and on the other at the expense of the vas-

sals, whom they either impoverished or bribed into their in-

terest.

Territorial sovereignty now gradually d^eloped itself. In
the first place the invention of gunpowder enabling the Princes

to dispense with the bravery of their vassals, they transformed

them into courtiers, or hirelings in their armies. Secondly, the

discovery of America, pouring its streams of gold into society,

was followed by the system of taxation which soon rendered
govcvmnents independent of the grants of landholders. Finally,

the refonnation entirely subdued the Church, and rendered it

dependent on the state. Tlius the empire was divided into a
host of greater and lesser tyrants, who scarcely tolerated the

appearance of a chief over tiiemselves, but constantly en-

croaching do^ATiwards, destroyed the democratical principle in

all below themselves.

The better to effect this purpose, those systems of centrali-

sation were invented, by which governments toak every thing

under their control ; the least trifle was destined to be regu-
lated from the centre ; tl»e police extended its powers into the
very private life of society ; the Church itself was made a tool

of this policy. But insulted nature soon took vengeance on
the supporters of this infatuated system. Those central de-
partments required beings of a higher nature than are usually
found among the generality of mankind, and yet were mostly
occupied by creatures Avho, with respect to energy and per-
ception, were below mediocrity ; whilst from beneath the in-

sulated authority could receive neither assistance nor restora-

tion.

Thus, however, in proportion as it greedily swallowed up
every tiling its strength was gradually lost, and the machine
becoming more intricate, the weak spring that had to set the

whole in motion, was inadequate to overcome the resistance.

At the same time all instincts and energies being destroyed,
the whole political economy became an artificial work of the

understanding AAithout life and nature. In like manner as landed
property first went for coin, and then for paper, all organic

energy iDecarae a dead letter, which had but little to do with
the real world, and the state resembled those galvanised ani-

mals which, without life, awfully perform all its functions.

Whilst this system was in its full growth its antidote was sc-
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cretly preparing. It proceeded from the efforts of the lower
vassals and freeholders of the empire. Under their protection,

the freemen incorporated themselves in companies in the cities,

and these societies formed in the Hanse Union a corporation

of a higher order. Meantime the revolution in Smtzerland
tbrmed an independent peasantry. The increase of money mul-
tiplied the number of free proprietors, and soon transferred the

(greater part of th6 soil to the free commons. The service in

the armies gave them honorable distinctions, printing ^ave them
knowledge, and the sciences formerly monopolised by the higher

orders, and finally by the reformation they obtained freedom

of conscience.

Thus the democratical element powerfully grew up in the

same ratio as the monarchical externally extended, and internal-

ly weakened itself; and while the latter, attempting encroach-

ments upon the former, attacked the liberties of the states, it

called forth resistance, which gradually brought on a retrograde

motion. Thus originated the revolution in England, and the

revolt in the Netherlands ; and in our times, the French revo-

lution. But as by the dissolution of the empire the system of

sovereignty in Germany was brought to perfection, the demo-
cratical element has been carried to the highest pitch of discon^

tent; and it may be easily conceived, that so great a degree of

exasperation calls for conciliation, if a violent explosion is

wished to be avoided.

Were we to compare the present state of Germany with any
Mtuation of organic life, we should say, that it most resembled

that of the magnetic Somnambulism ; for in that state all free

agency is destroyed, and all motion and actions are directed

by the inferior organs, without being influenced by any intel-

lectual authority, the mind being in a dreaming state.

But as in that situation inferior life acquires what is lost by
the superior, it receives new instinct ; a new sense is awaken-

ed, whereby it easily obtains a knowledge of itself and the

surrounding world ; thus we perceive in the third estate, par-^

ticularly since the impulse given by the wars of liberation, the

same change of effects. It has acquired all the faculties whiclr

formerly belonged to the higher organism of the state. It ha.s

manifested in public opinion that knowledge, which guides the

oi^ans, even against their will, which understands all the rela-

tions of the world, nay, even its own ailings, and administers

the proper remedies to remove them.

To allay this ferment, the two principles must be united, so

that the democracy may ascend to the monarch, who, in his

infallibility, stands at the head of society ; and the latter nuisl
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descend to the former as the base of the whole. The two ele-

ments should ibrm a central co-operation^ whi(;h would e^ive

preponderance both to the monai;chical and democratic prin-

ciple.

The communities should be unrestrained in their internal ad-
ministration, and uninfluenced in the election of their officers

;

the mayor or justice of the peace onlj^ beinfj confirmed by go-

vernment ; the former guided by ancient custom, and the latter

by the general statutes of the land : both as magistratas inde-

pendent of the community are attached to government only by
the positive tie of the law.

The officers of the administration and judicature, form the

connecting link which brings all these communities into one
system of unity. Their operations lue threefold ; tirist, the

general superintendence of tiie execution of the law in the com-
munities, merely preventing the abuse of liberty, without re-

straining its use; secondly, tlie regulation of the general concerns
of their respective departments, acting, not with so much
freedom as the communities themselves, yet with a certain

degree of independence ; and, lastly, implicit submission and
obedience to the complete control of the executive power in

all that is legal and just.

Every department would thereby bear a monarchical relation

to that immediately below it, and, as it ascends in the hierarchy

of power it ought to be more and more concentrated ; certain

magistrates being placed in the centre, communicating on the

one hand with the local authorities, and on the other with the

different branches of the ministry. But in the administration

of justice this office should be.divided ; the decision respecting

-the fact should be left to ajury, and the application of the law
to a judge.

But as tlie administration of local concerns will be best per-

formed by the inhabitants themselves, all minor officers up to

tfie proc rators or presidents of the superior departments, should
be freely elected by them. To guard against the ascendency of

the populace, they should be chosen only by such as are pos-

sessed of real property
;

government simply having the power
to confirm one of three that are proposed ; but the superior of-

ficers should be nominated by government, and hold their ap-
pomtments during pleasure, whilst those that are elected could
only be dispossessed of them by a legal process.

But in order to afford the people a share in the framing of

those laws which are to regulate all public /unctions, piovjncial

assemblies should be called from among the people to regujate

their local affairs, and general assemblies to co-operate with
Xhe ministry in the regxdation of the concerns of the whole na»

•VOL, Xy. Pam. NO., XXX. 2 N
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tion. Thus tlie system will be streng-thened and supported by
the energies of those automatons institutions which are the

powerful grow th of the native soil.

This appears to be the only means of regaining what we
have lost ; of calming the public mind ; and bringing that ex-

tensive, wavering, unsettled activity back again into its proper

channel ; thus by restoring the rights of the people, obedience

will be secured, and that free submission, which is the only bul-

\\'ark of the State, w ill be obtained.

By allowing free communication of thought, bound only to

truth in facts, and moral equity in opinion, and its abuse left

to the decision of an impartial jury ; by placing every branch

of the constitution under the jealous control of the nation ; by
abolishing the uncertain control of the Crown, allotting to every

public authority its limited duties, performed on its o\mi re-

sponsibility, and as far as possible personally discharged,—the

chief sources of those discontents, the malady of all States, will

be removed.
By abolishing the empty forms, the parchment bonds, which

afford the monarchy, unless it resort to brute force, only a
doubtful and wavering authority over the democracy, a real

organic bond will again keep the crumbling bodies together in

sound active life, and mutually supporting each other, all will

contribute to the common good.

The institutions which tend to the preservation and internal

peace of the State, having been considered, we come next to

those established for its internal defence. Armies in the present

age are entirely governed by the monarchical principle; blind

obedience keeps them together, and their specific military ho-

nor is the only feeling that animates them. But it was soon
perceived that the trivial mechanism which deprived consti-

tutions of all vigor, had the same effect here, and that the spiritless

theories of parade banished all practical skill and courage from
the armies ; the necessity' of renovating them in the internal

spring of youth was therefore acknowledged, and the Landwehr
or Militia was called forth. But it v^as perceived that standing

armies having now become the general defence of all States, a
single State could not without danger relinquish them. There-

lore as long as the present system ofwar is kept up in the armj'^,

the armed pow er of the Executive, the proper domain of the

monarchical principle, and the old military retinue of the Prince,

are completely established : and in order to preserve this state of

things, the dotation of the army must be joined to tlie civil list.

To this essentially obedient army, the Landwehr,—as in it

essentially the democratic principle must be uppermost,—is

added, as the foundation of the executive power. The army.
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considered as the retinue of the Prince, sliould, in time of peace,
be composed only of volunteers and enlisted men, who, of their

own accord, bind themselves to the military oath ; while the

Landwehr, fixed to the soil which they are to defend, should
be bound only by their civic oath, and should consist solely of
unmarried men, exceptini^ none but those whom circumstances
may render unfit for the use of arms. As citizens, they should
not be harassed by parade, but should merely learn what is

necessary in war. The soldiers ought only (o be amenable to

the civil authority on the commission of a civil crime : so the

Landwehrman should only be subjected to severe discipline

when he is under arms ; but it sliould never be so rigorous as to

stifle the independent spirit of the citizen. Finally, in the army
all officers should be appointed by the highest authority ; but
in the Landwehr, all officers up to a certain rank sliould be
chosen by the men, and confirmed by Government. This in-

stitution, for which the present Prussian Landwehr can only be
considered as a preparation, would render the use of arms fa-

miliar to every inhabitant ; military training woidd become a
public duty, which, if the commonwealth were actually esta-

blished, would be discharged cheerfully, while now the hope of
a better futurity alone renders it supportable.

When youth shall take an interest in the profession of arms,
and mature age in the public concerns, thus communicating to

the State strength and vigor both within and without, we may
perhaps enjoy some portion of that equilibrium which formed
so distinguishing a feature in the States of antiquity. But, to

introduce and to preserve this equilibrium between the govern-
ing and the governed, it will be one of the duties of the repre-:

sentatives, (who have the power of limiting, in time of peace,
the amount of the standing army, and of determining in time of
war what number of the Landwehr shall join the army), to

watch, that if the scale sink on one side, careless apathy do
not make them neglect their duty, or on the other hand, that,

they do not render themselves incapable of future activity by
over-exertion at first.

The third point of contest in which the present age is en-

gaged, is the question respecting the ranks that are to parti-

cipate in the legislation. Here, too, antiquity, following the

type of nature, formed them, without the aid of logical abstrac-
tion, rising as in a mathematical problem, gradually from the

low est to the highest. The ranks of scholars, priests, no])iiity,

and the people were known in the remotest ages.

These divisions w ere founded by nature herself on the dif-

ference of races, and were first introduced into ancient States,

which were founded by the superiority of the sword over mere
vegetative life, and the superiority of intellect over the sword.
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rjiThe noble races that have thus victoriously established their

Empires, wished to preserve their original purity of blood, and
therefore circmMScribed themselves into Ciists, the members of

which were forbidden to mix with others, aud if such a circum-

stance occasionally happened, the half-pure oflspring fell again

into a new cast.

Christianity, preaching the equality of all before God, first

broke up the casts together v^ith slavery, changing them into

States which, in progress of time, became more and more
mixed, and less definable. The States of the European Repub-
lics of the middle ages, though for the most part founded on
this double conquest, are yet less closely circumscribed than the

casts. Christianity^ has softened the transitions, and mediated

the claims of authority by uniting all with the bond of charity

into one body, no longer animated by difierent hostile souls,

but by the difierent faculties of one, which are forced to mani-

fest themselves in the various functions they perform.

Thus the priesthood was considered as the depository of all

wisdom, human and divine, possessing all the intellectual

faculty in society ; it was the ordering principle in the State,

conferrintr dignity and order on the inferior States. Hence is

derived its attribute reverend.

The nobility, in the centre of which the Prince, as the general

legislator, had his place, were considered the defenders of

society, and the protectors of the throne. The strength of tlie

whole centered in them, courage was regarded as their essence,

bravery their instinct, honor their portion, and their swords

the ready protectors of the weak : thus their attribute was
^lonofable.

Finally, the people, the children of the earth, extracting-

wealth from her bosom—the epithymia in the State ; the charac-

teristic of all their actions was honesty.

"The people being essentially unsettled and moveable, that

property which comes and goes is their lot ; the priesthood

being necessarily contemplative and solitary, their wealth is

fixed under divine protection ; but the nobility standing be-

tween the unsettled and the fixed, their portion is a fief esta-

blished between the two extremes.

The nobility unites in aristocracy the two principles of

democracy and monarchy. They are divided into seven

classes: a church above them, essentially monarchical, has

formed her hierarchy into seven classes, from the Pope and

his presbytery downwards, through the archbishops, bishops,

archdeacons, deans, priests, and monks; respecting the latter,

as with the freemen of the lowest class, it is not well decided

whether they belong to the bishops' hierarchy or to themselves.

The people too, in time of prosperity or public commotion^
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have afFeclcd to subdivide themselves into seven distinct

i;lasses.

When in later times representatives of the several estates

were to be appointed as g;uaTdians of the sovereijrnty, the

clero^y was added to the nobility aiid the people, in order to

be the unpirtial mediating power, lest the two parties should
ever dispiite on the subject of privileges or interests.

In ;iiodern times, however, this order of things has been
tleprecated, owing to the defects which it presented in its

application. It has been said that this frame-work of different

States, founded by violence and imposition, was unmeaning
and ruinous in itself, and th ;t society being composed of equal
particles, there should be the same equality in the eye of the

state and the law, which Christianity declares to be in the eye
of God. These forms have, besides, been for the most part

destroyed by time ; the ciergy have lost a great part of their

estates ; military distinctions have been shared by all classes,

and the p' ople have long ago renounced the burden of provid-

ing for those who only consimied. Therefore it were absurd to

keep up these half-withered artificial restrictions. Even the

difference between towns and provinces has been declared

nonsensical, and tradesmen's companies still more so. It is

said that every one ought freely to carry on a trade or pro-
fession for which he may be qualitied ; that the privileges of
the uobihty are contrary to justice ; and the pretensions of the

clergy to freedom of conscience is absurd, since, by an
external constraint, the very idea is destroyed.

A medial ion between the Prince and the people, which, by
turns, might side with the one or the other, and gain ground at

the expense of both, would be useless. And if the opposi-

tion between the people and this ambitious aristocracy were
abolished, the mediation of the clergy would no longci- be
required. The hoarding up of any kind of property is a
robbery on society, and all onfined wealth shoidd be set into

circulation, that like the circulation of the blood, it may tend

to strengthen the State.

This moving possession would thus henceforward become
the only basis of the community, and even the spiritual would
only be valid by being founded on this possession ; the pos-

session of the land would be the element of democracy, and

that of money, the element of the monarch ; therefore all the

servants of the CVown would be bound to it by the reward of

money, and the land would be free, and belong to the demo-

cracy. The Prince should stand in the centre, surrounded by

his army, and the people in the periphery, in the full posses-

sion of all landed property.

But lest the centre, with its concentrated power, should burst
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asunder the sound, though divided base, a representation must
be formed. But their representation should not be confined,

as is the case in England, to particular provinces, cities, or

to^vTis, but should comprehend eveiT individual capable of

\otino-. A representation of the Avholc mass of the people

would thus form the anti-thesis to the thesis of g:ovennent,

and their mutual opposition would last till the wishcd-for syn-

thesis were found.

This system, entirely founded on the landed property and
money, is purely physico-m.atliematical ; they are teiTestial

powers, which are in mutual opposition to produce the proper

equilibrium, and although in history it is an actual progressive

step, yet, in an internal comparison w ith the organisation of

early ages, it is relatively retrograding.

But the continuation of such a system can only be anti-

cipated, when the most perfect equipoise is constantly pre-

served in the t\\ o pow crs ; an overbalancing on one side must
lead to democracy, and on tlie other to despotism. In a
representation like this, such a derangement is the sooner to

be expected. In the body of the freely-chosen representatives

the w ill of the people w ill be as much concentrated as that of

the Prince in the ministry; and the two powers coming m con-

tact, backed on one side by the ftivor of the Prince, and on
the other by that of the people, a convulsion must inevitably

ensue.

This antiquity endeavoured to obviate, by blending some
part of the monarchical element with democracy, and on the

other hand, by introducing democracy into the corporations of

the nobility. Thus the two extremes being dilfused through

the whole body politic, both lost their acuteness, and the flame

which here blazes from one focus, there diffused a genial

warmth through the whole community.
The legislators of ancient times, not guided by abstract

systems, but, like poets, by inspiration, formed their system of

tiic body politic, like that of organic life, by a comix)und of

manifold connected systems, developing in various ways their

peculiar faculties, and by an accession of internal members
softening every opposition.

They knew tliat by augmenting the number of these corpo-
rations, they created many separate interests in opposition to

the general interest of the community : which w ere necessaiy

to preserve its energj^ ; and that tlie strife would be settled

.before its total destruction ensued, if the whole were not

<levoid of tlr.it superior love v>bich is the natural tie of society

;

4ind that individual inclinations, turned into interests, w ere not

lost and destroyed, if represented in corporations, instead of

being individually represented.
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They knew that the principle of perfect equality, when once
constitutionally acknowlcdired, would tenninate in a decided
democracy. NVhcn in Florence the hii^hcr no])ility had ]>ecn

.subverted by the lower; the latter in their turn were driven

away by the tradesman's companies, who themselves were
furiously attacked by the rabble ; thus all order was destroyed,

and the republic became the prey of u tyrant, the tirsl Medici
who rose from the third state.

The same would take place in the present system, cities

would be subverted by the more numerous freemen of the

villacres, these again by the single free estates, and at length by
the whole of the non-proprietors, until all property would be
equally divided.

Thus then the old system of casts was founded upon an
inequality attached to races and maintained by power ; while

the present system of policy has reference to an ideal futurity,

when tlie power of money and ir.dustrj' shall have removed
the inequality arising from property, when education shall

have abolished all difference of rank, and caused all diversity

of natural capacity to disappear. But since we stand nearly

in tlie middle of these two extremes, and rather incline more
to the beginning than to the end, we shall also be obliged to

seek a medium in a modified representation.

The cause of the misconception in the present theory now
becomes evident. The idea is essentially free, and tied to no
condition, but if it is to be applied, it will meet with natural

obstacles, which may indeed be, for a time, violently over-

come, but which will finally re-assert their rights. Christianity,

therefore, which only considers the spiritual mail, asserts his

authority before God ; but his inequality in the State is

founded upon natural inequalities, the distribution of property

and ancient institutions. Thus the alchymist might theore-

tically assert the inequality of all metals ; but if, following up
the idea, he attempted to change them, he would find an insur-

mountable obstacle in those natural laws that had once distin-

guished them. The State conventionally established the

gradations in society as it did the value of metals, which,

after being fixed, may be modified, as the exigences of the age

require, but can only be totally abolished by a revolution.

But the nobility which existed in the remotest ages of

German history, has descended to us as a distinct body with

positive rights. From the first meeting of Congress to the

present times, they have seen that it is a folly to make volmi-

tary sacrifices, and that arbitrary power ultimately carries

every thing : founding upon this maxim, they reclaim their full

privileges as their right.

On the other hand, the people are highly exasperated that
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they should be called upon to ^ive up their rights tor the sake
cither of former or present institutions. In vain are they re-

minded of the age of chivalry, and the patriarchal character of
ancient times ; they feel that the time has arrived when a
completely new compact ought to be entered into by all the
classes of society. In the meantime, however much the con-
tending parties may, in the heat of the contest^ exaggerate by
disowning each other, yet ifthe qu^estioh is about an agreement,
the contracting parties must, in the first place, guarantee to
each other their continued existence.

Whatever may be said, tlie princes, whose tigfits and legiti-

macy rest on tire same fmmdation as those of the nobility, will

never persuade themselves that this order is hostile to them

;

and the nobility who, from their interests, are naturally inchned
to the i hi one, being now violently repulsed by the people, will

hasten to support the policy of the couri. This we have seen
has ahvays been the case in Bavaria, Baden, and Nassau,
V henever the empty contests of words were brought to a prac-
tical result.

On the other hand, the privileged orders play a nicked and
desperate game, in delaying the salutaiy work by their machi-
nations, wbiclT, augmenting the irritation, and rousing all slum-
bering passions, must at length n»ake the furious sea break the
slender dykes, and hurl the criminals to destruction. It is

therefo e the interest of both parties to settle their differences

quickly : the one by giving up what is not tenable, and being
satisfied with a part of their claims, winch, according to a strict

idea of justice, are not unfounded ; the other, by contenting

themselves (on recollecting that in Turkey, the seat of tiie great-

est despotism, there is no nobility at all, and that, therefore,

by theirdestruction nothing is gained against the encroachments
of arbitrary power,) with a peaceable concession of a part, rather

than to seek, by a general subversion, to destroy the whole;
by which event, although all positive institutions would vanish

{>efore the law of nature, other debts would be incurred, for

which all, from the highest to the lowest, would have finally to

pay.

Such a conciliation is certainly to be expected from all cir-

cnmstances in Germany ; there is not, as in France, the gulf of

a past revolution opened between the parties. Here the t^^o

Superior orders have already risen from among the people, the

professors of learning and profane sciences, and a nobility of
fiieiit, \\hich in the last war, in particular, have acquired almost

all tiie military honors, and are now seeking their proper

place as members of the state in the chamber, and the aristo-

cracy of possession tmd talent. On the other hand, we now
see the nobility, particularly in the Rhenish provinces, connect-
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ing- themselves with the people of their landed possessions, in

so far as they have fixed themselves upon them ; and the clcrgj'

exists almost only in its popular branch, the parson and curate.

Common sense seems tlierefore to pomt out as the only re-

mainiiig means for reconciliation, that the modern nobility and
clerg} , who have spri ng from the people, should unite ^v th the
old orders of the same description, descended from former ages,
both equally renounciuii all old privileges and niodern preten-
sions in contradiction with the age ; that the ancient nobility, by
acknowledging the title of merit as well as birth to future nobi-
lity, should, by this very acknowledgement, combine with the
moveabli' nobility of merit fioui the third state. That the cler-

gy, instead of Hying from science, as Uon\ the seducing seipeut,

should, by the power of convictiou, endea\our to make her the
friend and support of religion, ibis honoring the mental free-

dom of v\hich the age cab m no way be deprived, and subduing ••

it only through itself, m order lo brin^ leiigion again into hfe.

To point out the partici.lar measures by which all this is to be
effected, will be the business of the immediately succeeding
times.

In such an order of things, where old age will constantly be
refreshed by the youthiul vigor of the people, and on the other
hand, where that boisterous youth will be moderated a.d lem-

.

pered, a new and lasting organisation may gradually spring
forth from the elements of the old decayed state, witho t the-*

efforts of : revolution, which may stand for ages before a :ievr

transition will be required. In the same manner as the people
will be divided according to their possession of moveable or

territorial property, so the nobility will be twofold, one of

merit, entirely founded on the choice of ilu peop^', as olficers

in the Landwehr, as magistrates and repreaen* atives of the peo-
ple ; and one of birth, placed by the Sovereign in the army, at

tiie court, in the ministry, a-id among the hereditary represen-

tatives. But as the election ot the people Uiay as often fall upop
birth, as that of the prince i.pon merit, both kinds wiil, ia all

these elements, be perfectly mixed. In the same way the

learned state Avill become perfect, when the clergy, while o ild-?.

ing upon Scripture and tradition, shall nevertheless acki.owl dge
the results of experiment and speculation in the science.,, ;nd

consider them as the real side of religion ; by which meahs hey
will not only live in the past, but also coaim nicate ui : the

present: a relation which, with the direct on that Gerni.i, phi-

losophy has lately taken, tlioigh considered elsewhere a im-
possible, will be tbund compatible uith h^iat onal oh racter.-

Thus the authority of the <iio.iarch uiv.dng with th i of the

church, will descend through the court, the oid iiobiaty, the

crown officers and state attendants, all appendages of the
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Sovereign; \vliile liberty, that essential emanation of the people,
will lay in (he tliird estate the foundation of lij'e ; she will, next
the Landweliv and the magistrates of the democracy, exhibit

her will, and must finally, as the expression of public opinion,

rise to intellectual eminence.

In the same succession and mixture, the representation will

unite those scattered rays of the three faculties only in one
iocus. In modern times, the English system of two chambers
has been generally preferred. But here the intellectual ele-

ment being almost entirely absorbed, and the three elements of
nobility, clergy, and commons divided into t.wo, there remains
no mediator in case of absolute division ; since the nobility, by
its very nature, cannot be the mediator between the people and
the throne, for as the emanation of majesty, it will naturally

side with the ciown, and in such a contest oppose the people.

Thus, there would always be with us, a contest between the

chambers for freedom and authority ; and one having the veto,

the w hole proceedings w ould be converted into empty talk and
pompous show, and no actual business would be transacted.

Besides, the two parties being shut up in two houses, and
communicating only by dead writing, any approximation,
Avhich a verbal communication face to face might produce, is

for ever precluded. Public opinion being naturally on the

side of one chamber, the other, cut oft' from the people, w ould
iangrily withdraw tliemselves under the smiles of court favor.

It A^ould be most advisalile in order to introduce into the

assembly an active play of all energies, in which all talents

might exert themselves lor the benefit of the whole, to unite

the three orders in one chamber arranged into three sections

or Curia.'. The first composed of the commons should cm-
brace in itself all the chiel" interests in which that order is

divided, which might be reduced to those of town and
country.

Both these interests are equally necessary to society, the

latter perhaps more so than the former ; but, although it may
be the most numeroiis, yet, to keep the balance even, their

diricrent equalities should only be considered ; and it would
therefore be just and advisable, that though both together

should send more deputies than the superior orders, yet that

they should themselves be equal in number, and be divided

into two different benches. The town bench might perhaps be
iigain divided into two others for the moneyed interest, chosen,

like that of the country, in tlie ratio of property, and for trade

and industry according to the number of votes.

The second Cuna or that of the nobility should likewise

liave two benches, the one for the ancient hereditary Peers, the

other for the nobilitv of merit, nominated periodically by the
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Prince from among the macistrntcs of llie democracy, captains

of the Landvvebr, &c. In the same manner the third (Jnria

should consist of one bench, occupied by the cler^ of the

different confessions, partly called there by election, and
partly by their dij^iiity, and of another bench for the professors

of learning and pul)lic instruction. ,

Thus the two chief elements of cvtry constitution would
find themselves miiled in the three Cnricv, which being again
specilically sub-di\dded into several organs, any differences

which might arise, would be settled within themselves, and
would not as in the system of two chambers, either be left

unsettled or referred to the decision offeree.

Since, however, it might happen that by a concert between
the two superior orders, the commons might be suppressed,
care should be taken to protect their great interests by the
manner of voting. In grants of taxes and levies of troops, the
decision sliould be made by the plurality of] votes ; in which
case, the third order would justly have the greatest influence.

In all questions of particular privileges of the democracy or
aristocracy, the voting should be by benches. In all other
cases in which the monarchy or the church might be con-
cerned, the voting should be by Curia, with the modification,
however, that for the change of any essential part of the con-
stitution, besides the consent of the Prince, that of the majo-
rity in the three Curia should be required. In all other
contested points of a superior nature, in which there might be
a clashing of interest between two of the orders, a third would
always be found to settle the balance.

All these are forms which may be modified in many ways
;

but they form only the first automaton of the state, which is

nothing but a dead corpse if it want that internal animation
which alone can preserve, impel, and inspire it.

But there are three principles of animation. The first is

religion ; it was with this, tliat the ancient clerical states were
begun, their governments being theocracies. But the priest-
hood having in course of time lost itself in pride,—power,
sti-ength, and courage asserted their rights, and the Kings arose,
w^o at the head of their armies, gradually subdued the world.
Honor and Avarlike virtues maintained here their influence, the
crook was changed into the sword. But when at last the
power of despotism became unbearable, those in whom any
energy and mental strength still remained, shook oft' the yoke,
and democracies were formed in which the rule, the compass,
and the plough were kept in honor, civic virtues, republican
sentiments now appeared ; instead of honor, honesty ; instead
of sanctification, moral dignity.

But iii antiquity we only meet with the descending half of
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history. Christianitj', entering into the democracies \shich suo-

ceeded Alexander and the Caesars, formed a new religious

state in the midst of them ; and embracing the children of the

north by its spirit, it produced over Europe, through the agency

of Charlemagne, a new universal monarchy. But in the long

contest of the warriors with the priesthood, under the Rhenisli-

Franconian Emperors, they both wasted their strength, and

the temporal power sinking first, the glory of Germany ended

with the Suabian Emperors. Meanwhile the priesthood losing

its support, weakened by internal discord, and sunk in immo-
rality, was destroyed by the reformation in the north, and, at

last, shaken in its very foundation in the south. The empire

followed in tlie destruction, withered in the sovereignty ; and

now the original democracy is, in the midst of arbitrary sys-

tems, re-established, if not in form, at least in power.

It is not however savage strength, with its multitude of

natural faculties, which is returned ; but what it has lost in

nature, it has gained in intellect. It is therefore impelled by a

natural instinct, unconsciously to fill the new sphere which has
been opened for it; but above all, it endeavours to get rid of

that arbitrary power, under which it feels there can be no con-

fidence, no security without, no peace within, no dignity, hope,

or charity.

But it was arbitrary power itself, that called forth this senti*

ment ; that state policy which, for the sake of profit, fed the body
of man, at the expense of his intellect, and which, if, in spite of

its efi"orts, the mind had not been strongly moved by ideas

passing like lightning through it, would have degraded man
to mere vegetative life. All this proved that authority had long
since fallen into a sickly state, and been on the point of becom-
ing the prey of the automatons element.

It is therefore very plain why in the present time, nothing is

listened to but what is palpable to the senses. That constitu-

tions should be required to be built upon purely mathematical
principles, is very pardonable in this state of tilings; every age
must act according to its prevailing spirit, which ought not to

be obstinately resisted. But then it ought not to be forgotten

that the moral political laws are as firmly established, and as

inexorable in avenging any infraction, as are those of nature;

that every violence produces another, and that e\'ei-y extreme
must have an opposite, that the omission of good ifl as criminal

as the commission of evil. If all those ethical laws have
acquired a mathematical certainty in society, if they have pe-
netrated it in all its elements, and become irrefragable maxims,
it may follow its instinct without danger, and build its consti-

tutions on its calculating principle. But this mechanism will

never acquire its proper animation, and become a living body.
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capable of protecting itself, until civic virtue shall be the only
State policy; a system founded on prejudice, now particularly

prevalent in France, respecting the natural turpitude of men,
will never acquire consistency, and nothing can compensate for

the dishonesty of man. This error, founded on the grossest

materialism, though adopted by some individuals in Germany,
will never take root in the moral sense of the nation.

On the contrary there appears to be a strong tendency towards
a general jiistice; and republican virtues, softened and elevated
by religious sentiments, are about to become the soid of public
life. If the notions of the age, respecting the state and consti-

tution are too corporeal, it should be recollected that this is the

natural course of things, and that the animal faculties are
socner developed than those of the mind. We should preserve

from destruction the sublime remnants of former ages; fan
every spark into a flame, and the spirit of the present age
should move the wings of those that have preceded it, in

order to diffuse life and warmth throughout the whole work.
But the future cannot be anticipated, nor can the past be
brought back; religion has mostly withdrawn itself into the

heart, and has ceased to be a great edifying principle; honor
too has disappeared in the general infamy of the last ages.

Therefore the present architect employs only those laborers

who yet retain some portion of strength, and the others are

merely assistants, according to their different capacities. When
the present generation, rendered incapable by the pressure of
the times, of any thought but for the present, shall have passed
away, when democracy shall have renounced its former despo-
tism, and taking root in the old ground, shall have regained

vigor and life, when suspicion shall yield to confidence and
tranquillity of mind,—then will the sublime gradually assert its

right, and the motion in constitutions, which for ages has been
do\Miward, will once again ascend, while the intellectual energy

developed in the people, shakes off the dead matter, and also

forces its way upwards. Then in the competition between the

new and old nobility true honor will again become a reigning

principle, the rallying point of all great minds in time of d inger

or commotion. As the ancient nobility will honor their birth

by meritorious actions, so the natural desire of honor, like other

possessions, transmitted to their posterity,will be renewed among
the plebeians. Then, as in ancient Rome, families will again rise

up to be a type and pattern of honor for future generations. The
time will also come, when the Germans will act up to their present

conviction, that though their subdivision is an invaluable bles-

Bing, it will become their curse if they be not bound up into one
union ; and though some of the federates have not shown them-
selves sufficient to support the freedom and security of the
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whole, this principle will doubtless be maintained by some
powerful race, which has not sunk under the weight of Charle-

magne's crown, which can wear his cloak, and wield his sword.

Meanwhile it will be generally acknowledged that religion is

not a nursery tale, but the band of spirits, the word of the

living God manifested unto man, that the state is but the foun-

dation of the church, and that public life and the cultivation

of the sciences is a workshop in itself. From the purity of

morals which still characterises the Roman Catholic clergy in

Genuany, an enthusiasm will easily rise, which will once more
impart the long-forgotten life to all forms. They will find

that it is not the persecution of intellect, that noblest gift of
Heaven, if but properly employed, but its union with religion,

that can dispel darkness and frivolity, the hot-beds of infidelity.

The Protestant clergy, making a proper use of their freedom,

will meet this endeavour, keeping the Scripture as their guide,

they will know how to separate human institutions, from eternal

truths, and it will also purify them of all partiality, selfishness, and
pride. Sciences, not pursued as a trade, but directed to religion,

will, instead of remaining a dead weight upon the mind, serve to

wing its flight <o a higher destination. Then different faiths

will approximate to each other, not by fonus, instituted by
particular views or authorities, which only serve to rouse slum-
bering fanaticism ; but because full liberty will turn to neces-

sity: then a new priesthood will arise, which, like all terrestrial

things vnW be fixed on earth, but whose kingdom will be in the

superior spiritual worlds and from whose mouth the long-pro-

mised, and expected paraclete will be manifested.

These views may be called Millenium follies ; upon such
follies however Christianity, ^^hich has changed the face of the

world, was fomided, and the present cold calculating spirit will

at least not be more immortal, than the inspirations of former

ages. But that spirit cau indicate no other v.ay but through

bloodshed, civil war, and insunection. The idea of a German
republic and confederacy like the American, is surely less

fantastical than a hegemony to which nobody is willing to sub-

mit. Only the straight-forward historical course therefore re-

mains ; all resistance to the Omnipotent Will is vain ; let things

take their natural turn. The German people will not act

themselves, unless they act in faith and justice; every devia-

tion from the upright course must be unsuccessful.

Therefore, ye of the third estate ! be not diverted from the

legal path ! you have risen against th.e monster of despotisn>,

which stood like a phantom between the throne and the people

;

you have claimed your ancient liberties, and you must regain
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them. You will no loiioer pay contributions to the treasury

like slaves ; but you will, as formerly, pay to the State taxes

requested and not commanded. You will no longer suffer

yourselves to Ijc dragged to serve in every war ; but like your
ioi"efathcrs you will be ready to rise in the defence of jour
country, when attacked : you will not take justice from courts,

which are lost in empty forms and sophistry; you will hence-

forth prove it before judge and jury. Merit will stand on a
level with rank and trade, speech and thought w ill be free as

the air you breathe. In short, you w ill not blindly submit to

every arbitrary mandate ; but only to laws, to w'hich you have
previously assented. These are your undeniable rights, not

favors to be dealt out at pleasure, and which ought least of all

to l)e deferred at a time like the present.

But do not sully your good cause by crimes, for you will

thereby only favor your enemies. If Heaven destroyed the

giant, who swallowed up the revolution, what is there yet in

the present age that can resist your cause ? Let fools vainly

struggle ; >vhen they think they have advanced very far, they
will lind themselves lower than from whence they set out.

Authority is founded on justice, and no one can forsake her
unrevenged. All the armies in the world cannot destroy a
mathematical tiuth, still lei^s a moral universal law. God only
assists the righteous, and violence though supported by power,
wall sooner or later be caught in its own snares.

But it is not the dead law upon paper which can be asserted;

whatever proceeds from the heart will remain victorious in life.

Therefore the more despotism takes upon itself, the closer must
all unite ; if all direct the light of their eyes to one point, it will

produce, as in a lens, a llame which nothing can resist. Do
not desist from asking what is your due ; return constantly to

the charge ; but at the same time do not take a single step

which you can be obliged to retrace. Tlius defending your
cause courageously, you cannot fail to be successful. But at
the same time, do not forget to use moderation ; while you
take your own rights, let all others have theirs. Your great
object must be to render your age better than the past; for

without public virtue constitutions are of no value. Had we
possessed virtue, liberty would not have been lost; but the
mere desire of seeing it re-established, does not prove that vou
are worthy of possessing it. The great and but too well-founded
defence of all wrongs committed by governments is, that the

age refuses to obey, and yet knows not how to be free ; the
reins of government must not flutter in the wind. AVhoever
will have every thhig to himself, and allow nothing to others.
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is a tyrant, and eonsequonily a slave ; but freedom is not only

liberal in taking but also in g^iving. Ye of the nobility ! once

moic recollect your original double nature, half tv.rned to the

ihrone, and half to the people. When in the latter times you en-

tirely devoted yourselves to the former in the court and ai ray, the

people naturally ceased to honor your station, for they saw in

you the favorites of the sovereign. "V^'^ith the sovereigns you
have shared the spoils of the empire, having appropiiuted to

yourselves your liets. Length of possession cannot protect

against revolutions; they quickly pass over ages to strike at

the root of the abuse. Hearken then to justice, and yield to

an agreement, which, leaving you in the possession of your

property, only refuses to ackiowledge unjust claims sanctioned

only by the abuse of time. You should henceforth claim no
privileges for your persons, and if you wish to be greater than

others, you ought also to bear with pleasure a greater proportion

of the public burdens. You ought not to resist the call for

concessions which the age makes upon you ; but you have a
right to demand that these claims be settled peaceably and in

proper Jime. The more you prove that you still possess the

honor you claim as belonging to your station, the more you
will ensure tlie esteem of your antagonists ; but if you persist

in being regarded as the pensioners of the dissolved empire,

your extinction may certainly become a desirable object. The
intention is not to make patch-work constitutions, but sound
ones ; and whoever detiends abuse, must be considered as the

internal enemy. Do not, therefore, attempt to cover your il-

legal possessions by your right, lest you lose both together.

The mere pride of nobility has become the scorn of the age

;

but an energetic and honorable nobility, particularly in the

higher offices, frequently occupied by beings that make us

blush before foreigners, is certainly much wanted. But the

qualification for such a nobility can only be acquired by an
active public life in the Senate and Landvvehr.

Ye of the Clergy ! teach the people to respect cinl order, even

in its low est state ; not to deviate from the legal path, and
never to break through the bounds of morality in revolt. But
call, .ilso, in virtue of your office, upon the princes and their

counsellors. Tell them that they are not to tempt God an^

longer, who has given them so many warning signs, lest in his

wrath he send them tlM3 last, which will destroy them and their

i-ace. The granting constituriou ^, which, in spite of themselves^

can liO longer be withheld, is not now the question. Nations

claim their just privileges, which arbitrary power denies them,

.?>nd which have been withheld beyond all legal bounds. 3ut
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they are seated on their tlirones to g'rarit justice to those who
demand it, and woe to them who shall refuse to grant it ! Tell
them that the responsibility for all that may hereafter happen
rests on their heads ; that before the tribunal of the Almighty,
even their ncfflijjencc will be called to account. liet them bear
in mind how severely Germany has latterly been punished for

their omissions. Tell them that if they, in their exalted station,

confound right and wroni^, law and tyranny, justice and vio-

lence, the mass of the people, whose power is only restrained

by prudence, will follow their footsteps :—•and that if the irri-

tated feeling of justice, which can no where find a hearing,

should furiously resolve on self-defence, the contest will speed-
ily be ended. No documents proving conspiracy have yet been
discovered ; nay, after the alarm of treason had been raised
before all Europe, it has been officially denied that any inves-

tigation respecting conspiracy had taken place. But never-
theless the fire rages in all hearts, and at intervals a flame
bursts forth, as the signal of the forth-coming eruption of the

slumbering volcano. It will therefore be advisable to grant
right to those who only ask for right, lest by a further denial

,it should be found necessary to accede to the unreasonable
demands of those who claim what is wrong. It is not the wish
of the better order of society to destroy authority, or to put in

practice the bold innovations of every hair-brained theorist.

This incurable spirit of innovation may fairly be ranked with
despotism. Despotism may serve a sanguinary tyrant who
has the courage to put it in practice ; but for princes in general,

this shadow of power, which fhey cannot possess in reality,

proves fatal to themselves. The reigning families who have
risen with the people from remote ages, and have been long
connected with them, should not govern like Imperators, by
bayonets, dead-letter forms, and ministerial orders ; but like

fathers of families, by respect for age, filial love, confidence

founded on tried wisdom and justice—l)y the esteem which
moral perfection commands, and by affection, which is the re-

sult of kindness. Of this the present age will be found suscep-
tible. Scarcely a trace now remains of that brutal superstition

which requires to be omniscient over confined human wisdom,
all-powerfid over weakness, and inlailible amidst the fury of
passion. The present age will rather put an end to such un-
worthy idolatry ; it will restore, in the room of vain theories,

life and spirit to those things which experience proves to be
indispensable. All this you shall tell them, and more if need
be^ that they may acknowledge what God has wrought, and
VOL. XV. Pam. NO. XXX. 2 O
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5'ield lo the power of idea. Twenty years have they fought
against it, and have been beaten almost to destruction ; under
the protection of heaven, they have at length overcome tlieir

enemies, who have now cljanged sides with them. Thus au-
thority is the work of an idea equally good Nvith the other. The
prince who denies it will sink to the level of common mortals,
and he alone will reign who rears his head to the skies. Ho
who drags on his heavy and confined existence on earth will be
the slave of error and passion, and his name will be blotted from
the page of history.

Dhcitejustitiam moniti, et non temnere Divos!

-v..^.^^^
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